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4. Summary 

This application is concerning daratumumab in combination with bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone (DVTd) 

as standard treatment for patients with newly diagnosed multiple myeloma (NDMM) who are eligible for autologous 

stem cell transplant (ASCT). The relevant comparators for this application are the current standard of care in Denmark 

which are bortezomib in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone (VRd) and bortezomib in combination with 

cyclophosphamide and dexamethasone (VCd) according to the Medicines Council drug recommendation.(2) Bortezomib 

in combination with thalidomide and dexamethasone (VTd) is not a preferred regimen, but is an option in Denmark(3) 

and VTd is included as a relevant comparator as well. Furthermore, out of the three treatment options, VTd is the only 

treatment that is approved by the European Medicines Agency.(3) 

In this application, the main efficacy outcomes presented are focusing on progression-free survival (PFS) and overall 

survival (OS) based on the high relevance of these endpoints, the comparative data available for comparators, and the 

inclusion in the cost-effectiveness model. The base case analysis is using data from the CASSIOPEIA (MMY3006) trial 

with a median follow-up of 29.2 months.(4, 5)   

The CASSIOPEIA trial is a registrational phase III randomized controlled trial that directly compared DVTd against the 

comparator VTd. In the CASSIOPEIA trial, DVTd resulted in an unprecedented clinical benefit that was both statistically 

significant and clinically meaningful when compared with VTd alone. 

CASSIOPEIA demonstrates a clear benefit for DVTd over VTd in terms of PFS with a ≈51% reduction in the risk of disease 

progression or death (PFS HR: 0.495; 95% CI: 0.378, 0.647; p<0.0001).(5) Although OS data from CASSIOPEIA is 

immature, the treatment benefit in favor of DVTd is clearly supporting the overall clinical benefit of DVTd regimen (OS 

HR: 0.52; 95% CI: 0.33, 0.85; nominal p=0.0070).(4, 5) In addition, prespecified subgroup analyses of PFS indicated similar 

PFS benefits with DVTd compared with VTd across patient subgroups.(6) Treatment with DVTd was associated with a 

statistically significant and clinically meaningful improvement in the rate of post-consolidation stringent complete 

response (primary endpoint) compared with VTd alone (28.9% vs 20.3%; OR: 1.60; 95% CI: 1.21, 2.12; p=0.0010. Minimal 

residual disease (MRD) was assessed in all patients in the ITT population, regardless of response. A statistically significant 

higher rate of post-consolidation MRD negativity, evaluated using multiparametric flow cytometry, was observed with 

DVTd compared with VTd alone at a threshold of 1 tumor cell per 10-5 white cells (63.7% vs 43.5%; OR: 2.27; 95% CI: 

1.78, 2.90; p<0.0001).(6, 7) 

In the absence of a viable network of studies with sufficient comparability to inform a network-meta analysis, an 

unanchored matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) was performed to compare PFS and OS for DVTd versus 

both VCd and VRd. MAIC analyses based on the CASSIOPEIA trial have been published by Moreau et al. 2020(8) in a full-

text article, published in a scientific, peer-reviewed journal which is strengthening the basis for the evidence of the 

indirect comparison. Compared to Moreau et al. 2020(8) which is focusing on the 1st data-cut from CASSIOPEIA (median 

follow-up of 18.8 months), the analyses conducted in the application has incorporated a later data-cut with a median 

follow-up of 29.2 months for CASSIOPEIA. The MAIC analyses demonstrated a statistically significant benefit in terms of 

both PFS and OS for DVTd. For DVTd vs. VCd, there were a statistically significant benefit in favor of DVTd for PFS and 

OS before and after matching [after matching; PFS HR: 0.40 (95% CI: 0.26-0.61) and OS HR: 0.37 (95% CI: 0.18-0.76)]. 

Similarly for DVTd vs. VRd, a statistically significant benefit for DVTd before and after matching were observed [after 

matching; PFS HR: 0.50 (95% CI: 0.38-0.67) and OS HR: 0.40 (95% CI: 0.25-0.64)].  

In the CASSIOPEIA trial, health-related quality of life (HRQoL) was generally maintained for patients treated with DVTd 

compared to VTd, with clinically and statistically significant improvement in pain, and statistically significant 

improvements in emotional functioning and cognitive decline.(9, 10) As noted in the application, improvements in pain 

and cognitive functioning are expected to be closely aligned to preferences for patients with multiple myeloma. 
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Importantly, HRQoL assessment showed no negative HRQoL impact of the quadruplet DVTd therapy over the standard 

VTd triplet, suggesting that patients treated with DVTd will achieve improved clinical outcomes (i.e. PFS and OS) versus 

standard of care triplet therapy, without significant detriments in HRQoL as a result of the addition of daratumumab. 

DVTd was well-tolerated with low rates of treatment discontinuations due to treatment-emergent adverse events 

(TEAEs), and a manageable safety profile consistent with the known safety profile of daratumumab and VTd, and no 

new safety signals were identified. Discontinuations due to TEAEs were numerically lower in the DVTd arm compared 

with the VTd group (7.5% vs 8.4%, respectively).(4, 6) Infusion-related reactions associated with the use of 

daratumumab were mild and manageable and are anticipated to reduce significantly with the use of daratumumab as 

subcutaneous injection (SC). Furthermore, SC daratumumab is expected to improve convenience for patients with 

administration time reduced from several hours to approximately 5 minutes.(11) 

In addition to the significant clinical benefits of DVTd, the fixed treatment duration and a substantial increase in the 

treatment-free period post induction/consolidation therapy is expected to be highly valued by patients and caregivers. 

A cost-effectiveness model was developed in Microsoft Excel® to assess the cost-effectiveness of DVTd versus VTd, VCd, 

and VRd for NDMM who are eligible for ASCT. A three-health state-transition cohort model structure was selected to 

follow patients from an initial line of treatment after diagnosis into later lines until death. The model was implemented 

through a partitioned survival approach, which was based on the use of independent PFS by treatment line and OS 

curves. Model outcomes include life years (LYs), quality-adjusted life years (QALYs), disutility associated with adverse 

events (AEs), costs of drug acquisition, administration, medical resource use, ASCT, AE management and terminal care, 

cost per LY gained and cost per QALY gained. Deterministic sensitivity analyses (DSAs), probabilistic sensitivity analyses 

(PSAs) and scenario analyses were used to test the influence of the uncertainty of the model parameters on the model’s 

results. 

The analysis takes a restricted societal perspective, using the best available clinical and economic evidence. Local Danish 

data inputs are used when available. The current model is based on results from the CASSIOPEIA trial with median 

follow-up of 29.2 months.(6, 12, 13) 

At a median follow-up of 29.2 months, the CASSIOPEIA trial showed a clear increasing separation of OS and PFS curves 

between patients receiving DVTd vs. VTd. The MAIC showed that DVTd had significantly significant PFS and OS benefits 

compared with VCd and VRd. Consistent with the findings from the CASSIOPIEA trial and the MAIC analysis, the base 

case analysis showed that DVTd yielded better survival outcomes and was associated with longer LYs and QALYs vs. 

other comparators. The quality-of-life gains associated with DVTd came with a higher total cost compared with other 

treatments over a life-time horizon.  

In the base case analysis, the incremental QALYs gained for DVTd vs. VTd was +2.75, DVTd vs. VCd (+3.74),  and DVTd 

vs. VRd (+3.66).  The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio for DVTd compared to VTd was (32,979DKK/QALY), DVTd vs. 

VCd (79,209 DKK/QALY), and DVTd vs. VRd (97,701 DKK/QALY). The results from the budget impact showed a budget 

impact of 5.04 million DKK in year 1; 7.04 million DKK in year 2; 8.79 million DKK in year 3; 7.47 million DKK in year 4; 

and -15.48 million DKK in year 5.  The reduction of the cost in year 5 is primarily driven by patients starting subsequent 

treatments in the comparator arms at a faster rate than for DVTd where progression itself occurs later for patients on 

DVTd, given the better PFS. 
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5. The patient population, the intervention and choice of comparator(s) 

5.1 The medical condition and patient population 

Pathophysiology and clinical presentation/symptoms of the condition. 
Multiple myeloma (MM) is a rare and incurable blood cancer with orphan disease designation in both the United States 

and Europe.(14-16) Globally, it is estimated to account for approximately 1% of all cancers and 15% to 20% of all 

hematologic malignancies.(17) MM is characterized by the clonal proliferation of malignant plasma cells in the bone 

marrow and in most cases associated with an elevated quantity of monoclonal immunoglobulin (types of monoclonal 

protein detected in serum include IgG, IgA, IgD and IgE and detected in urine includes light chains only) in the blood or 

urine (M-protein).  

The proliferation of malignant plasma cells in the bone marrow and the accumulation of M-protein in the blood, lead to 

serious complications which require immediate medical treatment, including elevated calcium levels (hypercalcemia), 

renal impairment, anemia and bone disease.(18, 19) Additional presenting features include fatigue and bone pain, 

recurrent or persistent infection and hyperviscosity (i.e. increased blood viscosity).(18-20) 

Aetiology and pathogenesis 
MM is usually caused by a gradual accumulation of genetic errors in the plasma cell over time. Although the precise 

mechanism of the malignant transformation of these cells is not known, it is believed that the initial asymptomatic, 

premalignant proliferation of plasma cells, called monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS), 

develops from either hyperdiploidy (presence of more than 46 chromosomes) or from a translocation of chromosomes 

(i.e. the switching of genetic material between two different chromosomes).(21, 22)   

The development from this premalignant stage to smoldering multiple myeloma (SMM) and ultimately symptomatic  

MM is the result of another series of genetic changes and alterations between the plasma cell and its microenvironment 

(such as an altered expression pattern of adhesion molecules by the MM cells and a heightened response to growth 

stimuli coming from the microenvironment).(22) 

In general, it can be assumed that, per year, 0.5% to 1% of patients with monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined 

significance (MGUS) will progress to MM, while 10% of SMM patients will progress to MM within the first five years 

after diagnosis.(21, 23) Patients with symptomatic MM may ultimately also develop plasma cell leukemia, a more 

dedifferentiated and aggressive subtype with malignant plasma cells now in the peripheral blood, causing rapid 

progression to death.(21) 

 

Clinical presentation 
The presence of tissue or organ damage constitutes the greatest difference between the symptomatic MM phase and 

the asymptomatic phase of MGUS and SMM. This damage is known as the so-called “SLiM CRAB criteria”: >60% (Sixty) 

plasma cells, Free light chain ratio >100 or focal lesion visible on MRI scan; or b) hypercalcemia, renal impairment, 

anemia and bone lesions.(24) 

Hypercalcemia is an excessively high calcium level in the blood, predominantly caused by the tumor-induced bone 

disease.  Approximately 30% of patients have this complication, which usually occurs in a later stage of MM disease.  It 

can cause patients to be disoriented and confused, and experience muscle weakness, polyuria and abnormal heart 

rhythms.(25) 
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Renal impairment is found in 20% to 40% of newly diagnosed patients and can increase to 50% of the patients over the 

course of the disease.(26) The development of renal impairment is a negative prognostic factor for survival.(27) It is 

commonly the result of damage caused to the renal tubules by excessive amounts of M proteins. 

Anemia and an increased bleeding tendency due to the myeloma cells in the bone marrow interfering with the normal 

cells from hematopoiesis, as well as due to the renal impairment.  The increased bleeding tendency can be exacerbated 

by thrombocytopenia and the binding of M proteins to coagulation factors and/or blood platelets. 

Bone lesions and the accompanying bone pain: this is the most common complication in MM, affecting approximately 

80% to 90% of patients. Due to the invasion and spread of the plasma cells from the bone marrow, the bone will weaken 

and become damaged, leading to the formation of osteolytic bone destruction and the development of fractures, 

compression of the spinal cord, hypercalcemia and osteoporosis.(28) 

In addition, other non-CRAB symptoms can occur: 

• Immunoparesis: accumulation of myeloma cells in the bone marrow suppresses the normal production of immune 
cells and their immunoglobulins, making the patient more susceptible to infections.  This is a very common 
phenomenon in MM patients and it is the most important cause of mortality in these patients. 

• Peripheral neuropathy: on diagnosis, 20% of patients present with peripheral neuropathy.  Possible causes include 
the direct antibody effects of the M protein and hyperviscosity on the nerves.  The percentage of patients with 
neuropathy can continue to increase during disease progression, due to treatment with neurotoxic agents.  This 
mainly involves sensory neuropathies, expressing as paraesthesias, a numb or burning sensation, and localized 
weakness. 

• Hyperviscosity of the blood: this occurs in less than 10% of MM patients and is caused by high levels of M protein 
circulating in the blood.  Hyperviscosity can cause problems such as bruises, nosebleeds, blurry vision, headache, 
gastrointestinal haemorrhages, insomnia and a series of ischaemic neurological symptoms caused by decreased 
blood and oxygen supply to the nerve tissue. 

 

Diagnosis 
The International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) has defined diagnostic criteria (and subsequently further expanded 

those criteria) for determining MM.  Due to the availability of new treatment options, new data showing that early 

treatment of high-risk asymptomatic patients may prolong survival, and advancements in laboratory techniques and 

imaging, the IMWG criteria have been amended accordingly(23, 29, 30), refer to Appendix O – The patient population, 

the intervention and choice of comparators(s), Table 163. In July 2019, the latest IMWG recommendations were 

published, covering the optimal use of current imaging modalities in the diagnosis and management of MM.(31) 

Disease progression 
The course of the disease is characterized by plateau periods of remissions, followed by relapse. Each subsequent 

remission is generally shorter and the response to therapy becomes less deep compared with the previous plateau 

phase, causing the disease to become ever more resistant to treatments. A diagram of the course is provided in Figure 

1 below. 
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Figure 1 Diagram of disease progression(32) 

 
Figure reprinted from: Kurtin SE. Relapsed or relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma. Advanced Practioner. 2013;4(6 Suppl 1).(32) 

 
MM is genetically complex and develops from the continued accumulation of genetic abnormalities over time.(33) The 

genetic heterogeneity of MM means it is a difficult disease to treat and that clinical outcomes varies.(34, 35) MM follows 

a relapsing-remitting course where all newly diagnosed patients eventually become refractory to therapy over time.(36-

39) With each relapse, it becomes more difficult to induce deep and durable responses to treatment and attrition rates 

increase.(40, 41) Consequently, the prognosis of patients with relapsed/refractory disease is much poorer than those 

with newly diagnosed multiple myeloma (NDMM), with the prognosis worsening with each successive relapse (Figure 

1). It is therefore important to use the most effective treatments in the first-line setting, as patients may not survive or 

be fit enough to receive treatment at later lines.(40, 42, 43)  

Patients who reach active myeloma status will be offered first-line therapy.  The objective of this first-line therapy is 

primarily to prevent or reverse organ damage by achieving a response that is as deep as possible in order to postpone 

progression of the disease and relapse, and extend survival while maintaining a quality of life. As indicated above, some 

patients will already have been treated at an earlier stage (SMM) within the context of a clinical study. 

Due to the genetic heterogeneity of MM, there is a complex pattern of primary and secondary genetic abnormalities 

that precede diagnosis and therapy. MM patients show an average of five subclones, but sometimes ten. The relative 

frequency of these subclones vary over time and new subclones may manifest in the further disease progression.(44, 

45) 

Subsequently, when a patient relapses, the efficacy of treatments will reduce due to the increased genetic complexity 

of the surviving clones and subclones.(45) The accumulation of oncogenic mutations responsible for the tumor’s 

development and maintenance has a negative impact on the survival of patients with MM, as shown in next-generation 

sequencing analysis (NGS) of the MM genomic landscape using bone marrow samples from MM patients. 

Eligibility criteria based on age currently indicate that autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) is appropriate for 

patients aged younger than 65 years; however, these criteria have been reconsidered in recent years.(46-48) The 

European Medicines Agency (EMA) advises that in many countries within the European Union, ASCT eligibility may need 

to be determined based on the comorbidities and physiological age of an individual patient, rather than their 

chronological age.(48) According to the EMA, patients in Europe, aged between 65 years and 70 years, who are fit and 

without relevant comorbidities might be considered candidates for ASCT.(48) Therefore, the EMA suggests that an age 
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threshold of ≥70 years may be more reflective of the ASCT eligibility criteria used in clinical practice than a 65-years 

threshold.(48) 

Not all patients with MM are eligible for intensive treatment involving high dose therapy (HDT) and ASCT (HDT/ASCT 

referred to as ASCT). Patients are assessed for ASCT eligibility at diagnosis, based on a combination of different factors 

that vary between countries, including age (ASCT usually considered appropriate for patients aged younger than 65 

years), performance status, comorbidities, frailty and disability.(49, 50) 

Response criteria 
The IMWG defined international criteria for response and disease progression in 2006 and those criteria are being 

applied in clinical practice and in studies. The overall response rate (or objective response rate; ORR) is defined as being 

the group of patients displaying at least a partial response.  These response criteria were subsequently revised since 

depth of response has become an important parameter due to the introduction of new therapies.(51) Furthermore, 

new definitions for immunophenotypic complete response (CR) and molecular CR were included and free light chain 

(FLC) criteria were added to various response subcategories. 

Staging, prognosis, and prognostic factors 
Although the efficacy of a treatment reduces with each new relapse, various studies have shown that when patients 

receive new treatments and ASCT as first-line treatment, they achieve better outcomes and can also show better 

responses in subsequent lines of therapy. In recent decades, various new therapies for treating MM have been brought 

to the market, which has significantly improved the prognosis of MM patients, there is still a high degree of 

heterogeneity in the survival rate of MM patients.   

Prognostic factors that define the survival rate of MM patients have not been clearly defined.  Nonetheless, several 

groups of patients have been identified as having a poor prognosis, these include patients with(35, 49, 50, 52, 53): 

• High-risk disease: 

o t(4;14) or t(14;16) translocations 

o deletion of 17p 

• hypodiploidy 

• high β2 microglobulin 

• low serum albumin  

• increased serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 

• being ineligible for stem cell transplantation (due to age, performance status, comorbidities or general 

weakness) 

 
Various combinations of the above-mentioned factors have led to robust models to estimate the survival rate of MM 

patients (= risk stratification). This enables doctors to inform their patients better about their prognosis. 

The most commonly used system for determining the stage of the disease is the International Staging System (ISS), 

developed by the IMWG. It is based on two biological parameters: serum β2-microglobulin (tumor parameter) and 

albumin (patient parameter). Albumin level provides the best indication regarding general performance status, while 

serum β2-microglobulin reflects the tumor burden and renal function. The choice of these two parameters ensued from 

a study into prognostic factors. This combination was found to provide the most robust prognostic value, in combination 

with the greatest applicability and reproducibility.  Based on this categorization, patients are classified into one of three 

stages, each with a worse chance of survival.(54) 

Since the ISS was developed, further research has been conducted into genetic abnormalities and it has been 

demonstrated that the prognostic impact of high-risk cytogenetic markers is independent of the ISS.  Consequently, a 

combination of the ISS together with genetic markers would lead to a more robust model(55, 56), refer Appendix O – 
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The patient population, the intervention and choice of comparators(s), Table 164. This staging was refined further and 

modified by the IMWG while taking into account chromosomal abnormalities (detected using the FISH method) and 

LDH levels (refer to Appendix O – The patient population, the intervention and choice of comparators(s), Table 165). 

Epidemiological information 
In the EU, there are an estimated 41,101 new cases and approximately 25,546 deaths per year due to MM (European 

Cancer Information System data, 2018 estimate).(57) According to the European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO), 

within Europe, MM represents approximately 10% of all hematological malignancies, with a median age at diagnosis of 

between 65 and 70 years. The incidence rate amounts to 4.5-6/100,000/year.(58, 59) For Denmark, 318 incident 

patients were registered in 2016, with a somewhat stable trend/per year (2016-2019 reported).(60)   

The Danish patient population 
It is estimated that approximately 1.800 patients live with MM in Denmark. The MM Expert Committee within the 

Medicines Council has previously estimated that that approximately 450 new patients are diagnosed per year in 

Denmark at a median age of approximately 71 years at diagnosis. At diagnosis, 20% of the patients have SMM. 

Approximately 360 patients are diagnosed annually with a disease that requires treatment. It is estimated that the group 

that currently receives ASCT is approximately 120 patients annually. Patients that are not considered eligible for ASCT 

accounts for the remaining 240 patients per year.(3) The estimated number of patients reported previously by the MM 

Expert Committee are still in line with the most recent annual reports published by DMSG.(60, 61) Out of the 120 

patients annually, it could be considered to exclude patients that are expected to be included in clinical protocols for 

first-line treatments. 

The MM Expert Committee has stated that patients younger than 65-70 years and without significant comorbidity can 

be treated with ASCT if this is preferred.(3) 

A Danish study was conducted based on the Danish Multiple Myeloma Registry in the period 2005 to 2014 focusing on 

early relapsed disease of MM following up-front autologous hematopoietic bone marrow transplantation. Selected 

relevant base-line characteristics of the patients included were provided and the median age was reported to be 60 

(refer to Appendix O – The patient population, the intervention and choice of comparators(s), Table 166).(62) A recent 

real-world evidence study was conducted based on Swedish registry data (N=1479). The study focused on the NDMM 

patients who received frontline ASCT in Sweden.(63) The median age at ASCT was 60 years (IQR, 54.0-64.0) and a similar 

age distribution is expected in Denmark. The Swedish study also investigated the mean age which was 58.3 years where 

this is also expected to be similar in Denmark.  

Dosing 
The applicant expects that all patients will be offered the subcutaneous injection of daratumumab instead of 

intravenous infusion. Since the dose of the subcutaneous injection is not weight based, bodyweight is irrelevant for the 

daratumumab treatment dosing. Bortezomib is administered by subcutaneous injection or intravenous injection at a 

dose of 1.3 mg/m2 body surface area (BSA). 

The data for BSA is obtained from the evaluation of the therapeutic area of MM conducted by the Medicines Council. 

The data is stated to be unpublished data from Region Capital in Denmark.(3)  

• BSA: 1.84 m2 

Prognosis 
As stated above, prognosis in MM is dependent on different factors, including host factors (age, performance status, 

comorbidities, ASCT eligibility) and tumor characteristics (molecular cytogenetic markers, stage, disease aggressiveness, 

response to therapy).(50, 64) Patients have a considerably poorer prognosis once they have relapsed or become 

refractory to current treatments.(65) The choice of therapy for patients with NDMM depends on their eligibility for 
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by 83% of NDMM respondents), indicating that a sustained period of treatment-free remission would be highly valued 

by patients. This finding is consistent with results from a recent qualitative survey undertaken by NICE’s Science Policy 

and Research programme in collaboration with Myeloma UK. In the survey of 97 UK MM patients, respondents were 

asked what the most important good effects (or characteristics) they would want from any treatment for myeloma with 

the joint top-ranked response being a longer remission / treatment-free period (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Treatment effects most desire by patients(86) 

 

Figure reprinted from: MyelomaUK, Measuring Patient Preferences. 2019.(86) 
  

The symptom burden associated with MM was also highlighted in the responses from this survey, with fatigue and 

tiredness; other symptoms and side effects; mobility and daily activities; and pain and discomfort, being reported by 

patients as the aspects of MM that has the greatest impact on their lives.(86) The negative effects of treatment that 

patients would most want to avoid were also assessed as part of the survey, thus highlighting the need for treatments 

that themselves have minimal disruption on patient’s health (i.e. avoidance of adverse events) and normal activities. 

Across both studies, it is clear that longer remission and treatment-free intervals are goals of therapy that are highly 

valued by patients with MM, in addition to increased life expectancy and reduced symptom burden. 

Most of the clinical management of MM is provided in the outpatient setting; therefore the bulk of care is informal and 

provided by caregivers.(87) Caregivers may perform complicated technical procedures (e.g. dressing changes, 

intravenous line care and injections), assist the patient with daily living, attend appointments and take in complex 

information.(87) Therefore, the detrimental effects of MM on working life are not only experienced by patients, but 

also their caregivers.(88) Almost half (49%) of the partners of patients with MM report symptoms of anxiety and 14% 

report symptoms of depression.(88) The emotional impact experienced by caregivers of patients with MM further 

hinders their ability to work. The unmet need in supportive care is considerable and caregivers have specifically reported 

a need for help to manage the side effects and complications experienced by patients due to treatment for MM.(88) 

Relevance of endpoints 

Progression-free survival 

Progression-free survival is used in clinical part of the application as well as the cost-effectiveness analysis. The relevance 

for patients for this outcome measure is therefore justified below.  

Relevance for patients 
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In addition to the extension of overall survival, another therapeutic goal is to prolong the progression free time and 

progression-free survival (PFS).(89) PFS is a composite endpoint of the benefit categories of mortality (overall survival) 

and morbidity (occurrence of disease progression). In addition to the cure rate and overall survival, PFS is required by 

the EMA and The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as one of the primary endpoints in cancer 

studies.(90, 91) EMA and FDA have approved drugs on the basis of PFS and currently accept it as a primary endpoint in 

clinical trials (92-94). In MM, the EMA has accepted PFS as a suitable primary endpoint for marketing authorization, 

(e.g., carfilzomib [Kyprolis] (95), elotuzumab [Empliciti] (96), ixazomib [Ninlaro] (97), panobinostat [Farydak](98), and 

pomalidomide [Imnovid] (99)). Similarly, daratumumab (Darzalex) was initially approved in the Relapsed/refractory 

multiple myeloma setting based on overall response rate (ORR) data (with PFS as a secondary endpoint) in 2016, and 

later the indication was extended to newly diagnosed MM (NDMM) using PFS data in 2018.(1) 

PFS is particularly clinically relevant because it allows robust conclusions to be drawn about the effectiveness of a 

therapy even in studies with a small number of patients or studies of short follow-up.(100) 

In the published protocol for the MM evaluation conducted by the Medicines Council, PFS was stated to be a critical 

endpoint (3, 101) illustrating its importance in MM. PFS has been widely adopted as the primary endpoint in clinical 

trials. PFS is also a relevant endpoint in MM since time without progression provides patients with the possibility of 

achieving periods without active treatment course with potential side effects, affected quality of life and disadvantages 

in connection to hospital visits to receive treatment.(101) In addition, PFS reflects the duration of periods, where the 

patient achieve symptom-free periods thus presumed better quality of life.(102) 

Cartier et al. 2015 performed a meta-analysis of 21 myeloma randomized control trials (RCTs) (14 first-line, 4 

maintenance, and 3 relapsed/refractory) using trial-level data and found positive correlation between treatment effects 

on PFS and treatment effects on OS.(103) Similarly, Félix et al. 2013 conducted a study focusing on time-dependent 

endpoints as predictors of overall survival in multiple myeloma with 152 studies where the majority of the studies were 

in the newly diagnosed setting) and PFS was found to predict OS in MM patients.(104) 

 

Response and MRD negativity rate 

Minimal Residual Disease (MRD) negativity is reported in clinical part of the application (DVTd vs. VTd). The relevance 

for patients for this outcome measure is therefore justified below. MRD negativity is not used in the cost-effectiveness 

analysis. 

Relevance for patients 

Patients are increasingly demonstrating much better clinical response with new treatments, including increasing rates 

of complete remission.(105) However, complete response does not automatically translate to prolonged overall survival 

for all MM patients, since a small number of myeloma cells may remain in the body even in complete response. The 

absence of myeloma cells in bone marrow at the lowest level of detection is termed MRD negativity at the level of 

sensitivity of the method used. The depth of response measured in MRD analyses is of prognostic relevance. 

Achievement of MRD negativity is a predictive factor for delayed progressive disease and prolonged survival. 

For example, PFS is nearly twice as long in patients with complete response and evidence of MRD negativity, and overall 

survival is also greatly extended compared to patients with complete response without MRD negativity.(106-108) The 

reduced mortality risk is a patient-relevant endpoint which is directly linked to the depth of response.(109, 110) In 

particular, evidence of early MRD negativity has developed into an independent and important predictor of prolonged 

PFS and overall survival.(111) 

The EHA-ESMO guidelines from 2021 (112) refers to two studies where MRD negativity in the bone marrow in patients 

who have achieved conventional complete response (CR) consistently correlates with prolonged PFS and OS in both 
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Overall, the treatment guidelines are in line with the clinical guidelines published by Danske Multidisciplinære Cancer 

Grupper (DMCG) / Dansk Myelomatose Studie Gruppe (DMSG) / Regionernes Kliniske Kvalitetsudviklingsprogram 

(RKKP). The guidelines describe that the VRd regimen is preferred and alternatively, VCd can be used.(117) 

5.2.2 Choice of comparator(s)  

The three selected comparators for this application (VTd, VCd, and VRd) are included in the Medicines Council 

guidelines and have been used in clinical practice for an extended period and assessed to be established treatment 

options in Danish clinical practice. In addition, the three treatments are administered for a limited time period and 

includes drugs for which several are without patent protection (e.g. dexamethasone, bortezomib) and are therefore 

rather inexpensive. Bortezomib is part of all three combinations and the patent for bortezomib has expired. Hence, it 

is assessed that all three comparators can be used in the analysis without additional examination of its cost-

effectiveness. 

DVTd is expected to replace VTd from Danish clinical practice in addition to replacing some of the use of VCd and VRd. 

5.2.3 Description of the comparator(s) 

Refer to Appendix O – The patient population, the intervention and choice of comparators(s), Table 170 (VTd), Table 

171 (VCd), Table 172 (VRd). 

5.3 The intervention 

Dosing, method of administration, treatment duration/criteria for treatment discontinuation 

Daratumumab is administered in combination with bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone. Daratumumab is 

either administered as intravenous formulation (refer to Figure 3) or by subcutaneous injection formulation.(1) Dosing 

of DVTd is described in the section, Basic information and Appendix O – The patient population, the intervention and 

choice of comparators(s), Table 168. Below, is a schematic representation with the intravenous formulation (in Figure 

3) with further details described below for the CASSIOPEIA trial. 

Figure 3: Overview of CASSIOPEIA dosing schedule:  

 

Note: Cycle duration was 4 weeks (28 days). If daratumumab is administered by subcutaneous formulation, the recommended dose is 1,800 mg of 
daratumumab solution for subcutaneous injection administered. 
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In Danish clinical practice administration of daratumumab is expected to be offered as the subcutaneous injection of 

daratumumab instead of intravenous infusion. 

The treatment phase for Part 1 of the trial consisted of up to a maximum of six 28-day (4-week) cycles, split between 

four induction cycles and two consolidation cycles with  or  without  daratumumab  in  Part  1  of  the  study 

(Induction/ASCT/Consolidation Phase).(118) For the study design and explanation of Part 1 and Part 2 of the CASSIOPEIA 

trial, refer to Appendix B Main characteristics of included studies, Table 72.   

The screening phase was up to 28 days prior to randomization, with a treatment phase consisting of various cycles of 

therapy. Patients from the DVTd arm receive four 28-day cycles of DVTd as induction therapy followed by high-dose 

chemotherapy and autologous stem cell transplantation, followed by two 28-day cycles of DVTd as consolidation 

therapy. Patients from the VTd arm receive four 28-day cycles of VTd as induction therapy followed by high-dose 

chemotherapy and an autologous stem cell transplantation, followed by two 28-day cycles of VTd as consolidation 

therapy. With completion of consolidation therapy, Part 1 of the study is completed.(118) 

The  consolidation  phase  of  treatment  began  a  minimum  of 30  days  post-ASCT, when  the  patient  had recovered  

sufficiently,  and  engraftment  was  complete.  Response  was  evaluated  at  Day  100  post  ASCT. Subjects  with  at  

least  a  PR  at  approximately  Day  100  post-ASCT  entered  the  Maintenance  Phase  upon completion  of  consolidation  

therapy.  Patients  who  did  not  achieve  a  response  entered  the  follow-up Phase and were followed until disease 

progression or death, even if they receive subsequent treatment.(118) 

For the Primary Analysis for Part 1 (1st data cut, median follow-up of 18.8 months), the median treatment duration in 

the DVTd arm is 8.87 months and in the VTd arm 8.74 months.(4) 

Criteria for treatment discontinuation in the CASSIOPEIA trial included treatment discontinuation due to progressive 

disease, unacceptable toxicity, ineligibility for second randomization or  2  years  of  maintenance  therapy/observation. 

(118) 

Administration with other medicines 

Refer to section, Basic information. 

Necessary monitoring, during administration, during the treatment period, and after the end of treatment 

Safety evaluations include  adverse event  monitoring, physical examinations,  electrocardiogram  (ECG)  monitoring,  

clinical  laboratory  parameters  (hematology  and chemistry),  vital sign  measurements,  and  ECOG performance  status  

assessment.(118)   

Need for diagnostics or other tests (i.e. companion diagnostics) 

Patients should be typified and screened prior to starting daratumumab treatment due to possible blood typing 

interference with daratumumab.(118)   

Due to cases reported with hepatitis B virus reactivation (HBV) during daratumumab treatment,  screening should be 

considered before initiation of treatment with daratumumab, including monitoring for clinical and laboratory signs of 

HBV reactivation during, and for at least 6 months following the end of daratumumab treatment for patients with 

evidence of positive HBV serology.(118) 

Introduction of DVTd in Danish clinical practice 

Based on the treatment guidelines for MM, DVTd is expected to be included as a primary treatment for patients that 

are eligible for ASCT and considered superior to the current treatment options.  

If DVTd is recommended as a standard treatment, it is assessed that only parts of the total patient population will receive 

the treatment in clinical practice. This is assessed to be the case due to preferences from the treating hematologist and 
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the patient. It is the applicants understanding that the VTd regimen is currently not that commonly used in Denmark. 

However, having the option to combine VTd with daratumumab (DVTd) is expected to increase the usage of the VTd 

regimen making it a relevant and efficacious treatment option in Denmark. 

Other considerations 

Influence on stem cell mobilization: 
The  addition  of  daratumumab  to  VTd  during  induction  therapy  did  not  impair the  feasibility  and  safety  of  

transplantation  with  successful  engraftment,  though  stem  cell yield  was  lower  with  DVTd  versus  VTd  alone.  Both  

stem  cell  mobilization  and  collection were  feasible  after  DVTd  induction,  and  the  proportion  of  patients  

proceeding  to transplantation  as  well  as  the  rate  and  timing  of  engraftment  did  not  differ  between treatment 

groups. 

Hulin et al. 2019 reported stem cell yield and transplantation results among patients receiving induction therapy with 

DVTd vs VTd in part 1 of the CASSIOPEIA study. The median number of CD34+ stem cells transplanted for DVTd vs VTd 

was 3.3 x 106/kg vs 4.3 x106/kg and hematopoietic reconstitution rates were similar for transplanted patients receiving 

DVTd vs VTd (99.8% vs 99.6%). In the DVTd arm 506 patients completed mobilization versus 492 patients in the VTd 

arm; more patients in the DVTd arm received plerixafor during mobilization (21.7% vs 7.9%). The median number of 

CD34+ cells collected was lower for DVTd vs VTd (6.3×106/kg vs 8.9×106/kg). However, similar percentage of intent-to-

treat (ITT) patients received DVTd vs VTd underwent ACST (90.1% vs 89.3%).(119)  Based on these results, Hulin et al. 

2019, concluded that stem cell mobilization and collection was feasible with DVTd induction. 

Laurent et al. 2020 reported stem cell collection in 325 NDMM who received VTd or VRd induction in a retrospective 

study, and reported increased plerixafor usage for VRd induction compared to VTd induction (19.3% versus 5.4%, p = 

0.004). Although the majority of patients underwent ASCT (93% versus 98% in the VRd and VTd group respectively) 

there were more patients experiencing collection failure in the VRd group (6% versus 1.8%, p= 0.004). The median 

number of CD34-positive cells (×106/kg) was lower in the VRd group: 8.5 versus 9.3 (p = 0.05) in the VTd group.(120) 

By comparing plerixafor usage in the DVTd arm in the CASSIOPEIA study (21.7%) versus plerixafor usage for the VRd 

group, reported by Laurent et al. 2020 (19.3%), the use of plerixafor is comparable.  

6. Literature search and identification of efficacy and safety studies 

6.1 Identification and selection of relevant studies 

The systematic literature review (SLR) of the published literature reporting the clinical efficacy and safety data for 

daratumumab in combination with bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone as a treatment for patients with 

NDMM who are eligible for ASCT. An initial SLR was conducted in May 2018, followed by two updates that were 

conducted in May 2020 and November 2020 separately.   

The search for clinical efficacy and safety evidence in patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT was conducted in 

the following indexed databases: 

• MEDLINE and MEDLINE In-Process (via PubMed) 

• Embase (via embase.com) 

• The Cochrane Library: 

◦ Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR) 

◦ Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) 
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◦ Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE; archive database only). 

The abstracts published since 2015 from the following conferences were also searched for relevant information: 

• American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) annual meetings 

• American Society of Hematology (ASH) annual meetings 

• European Hematology Association (EHA) annual meetings 

• International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) biannual international workshops 

• International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR). Annual international meetings and 

European congresses. 

Lastly, to help address gaps in the published efficacy and safety data, relevant literature was also identified from the 

clinical registries, EMA and FDA. Details of the searches can be found in Appendix A – Literature search for efficacy and 

safety of intervention and comparator(s). 

The initial SLR and its subsequent updates resulted in 115 publications across 63 RCTs in total.  

• In the initial SLR, 53 trials across 90 publications were deemed relevant for the SLR. The clinical study report for 

CASSIOPEIA was included (Figure 22).  

• As in the first SLR update, a total number of 17 trials across 24 publications were captured, of which 7 of them were 

already included in the original SLR. The clinical study report included in the initial SLR was published in 2019 and 

captured by this update. Therefore, the actual number of new studies identified in this update is 23 publications, 

including 9 new clinical trials. Detailed results of the screening phase are presented in the PRISMA flow diagram in 

Appendix A – Literature search for efficacy and safety of intervention and comparator(s), Figure 23. 

• Additionally, the second update of the SLR resulted in a total of 2 publications, capturing 2 RCTs (Figure 24). 

6.2 List of relevant studies 

Although the SLR and its updates captured a large number of studies for patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT, 

among those, 51 trials investigated the treatments which are not relevant for decision problem; seven trials do not have 

sufficient information for indirect comparison justification; three trials were considered not optimal for indirect 

comparison (refer to Table 69). Thus, three studies remained for the indirect comparison and economic model in this 

application: CASSIOPEIA, GMMG-MM5 and IFM/DFCI 2009 (Table 5). In Appendix A – Literature search for efficacy and 

safety of intervention and comparator(s), the full list of primary studies captured in the SLR and the following updates 

(Table 69) can be found as well as a list of completed and ongoing studies not included (Table 70). For detailed 

information about the three included studies, refer to Appendix B Main characteristics of included studies. A recently 

published manuscript on an indirect comparison between DVTd/VTd vs. VRd and VCd is included and HRQoL studies for 

DVTd vs. VTd (Table 6) as additional relevant studies for this application.
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7. Efficacy and safety  

DVTd vs. VTd 
There was one study (CASSIOPEIA, MMY3006) that investigated DVTd vs. VTd directly which was used for the 

comparison between DVTd and VTd.  

DVTd/VTd vs. VCd and VRd 
To date, there is no head-to-head comparison of the efficacy and safety of DVTd/VTd vs. VRd and VCd. While the SLR 

provides some preliminary evidence of the potential value of daratumumab combination therapy (specifically, DVTd) as 

a treatment option for patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT, it also highlights the wide range of longer 

established comparators that have been or are being used for this indication. As CASSIOPEIA assessed response using a 

strict computerized algorithm, while other trials used investigator-assessed response, comparison of response 

outcomes in a network meta-analysis (NMA) is challenging. As response rates would not be comparable in an NMA, the 

current focus is on comparability of OS and PFS. However, the networks of trials that report these long-term survival 

outcomes and that connect to CASSIOPEIA are small and, crucially, would not provide relative-effectiveness data for the 

comparators of interest. 

In the absence of direct evidence, an indirect treatment comparison can be done to assess the relative effectiveness of 

both regimens. Indirectly comparing unadjusted, unweighted or ‘’naïve’’ outcomes of different trials is prone to bias 

due to heterogeneity in the sample patient population.(130) Alternatively, multivariate regressions or propensity 

scoring approaches can be utilized for an adjusted indirect comparison of treatments tested in different study 

populations. However, this requires individual patient-level data (IPD) for both regimens, which is not always publicly 

available. An alternative method, requiring IPD from only one treatment, is a matching-adjusted indirect comparison 

(MAIC), with the potential of providing unbiased relative treatment effects after adjustment of the heterogeneity in the 

target study population. MAICs have increasingly and successfully been used in submissions to national reimbursement 

agencies such as the National Institute for Health Care and Excellence (NICE) in England.(130) As per the NICE guidelines, 

for an unanchored indirect comparison, population adjustment methods should adjust for all effect modifiers and 

prognostic variables.((130)p.6) Thus, a series of MAICs were performed to compare DVTd/VTd with comparators of 

interest, namely VCd and VRd.  

As supporting evidence, the results from the MAIC analyses will also report the findings for VTd vs. VRd and VTd vs. VCd. 

These results are reported to examine any potential efficacy differences between the regimens, and the results may 

substantiate the expected findings if DVTd had been investigated directly versus VRd and VCd in a head-to-head trial. 

Hence, from a naïve perspective, if no differences are found between VTd vs. VRd and VTd vs. VCd, this may indicate 

that we can expect similar results for DVTd vs. VRd and DVTd vs. VCd as observed in the CASSIOPEIA trial examining 

DVTd vs. VTd directly. However, the MAICs for DVTd vs. VCd and DVTd vs. VRd will serve as the primary evidence. 

The MAIC analyses descriptions are based on the Moreau et al. 2020(8), a full-text article published in a scientific, peer-

reviewed journal focusing on the 1st data-cut (median follow-up of 18.8 months). The MAIC analyses have incorporated 

an updated analysis (2nd data-cut) with a median follow-up of 29.2 months for CASSIOPEIA. 

Comparative results of DVTd/VTd vs. VCd, and VRd 

Table 7 provides an overview of the comparative results of DVTd for the three relevant comparators. These results will 

be presented in the following sections for each comparator. 
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Figure 8: EORTC QLQ-C30 GHS change from baseline among patients treated with either DVTd or VTd (mixed effects model for 

repeated measures)(129) 

 
Figure reprinted from: Roussel R et al. Improvement in health-related quality of life for newly diagnosed multiple myeloma transplant-eligible 
patients treated with daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone: CASSIOPIA study. 2019. EHA Poster.(10) 
Abbreviations: D-VTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone; EORTC QLQ-C30 = European Organisation for Research and 
Treatment of Cancer Core Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire-C30; GHS = Global Health Status; LS = least-squares; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide 
and dexamethasone. 
Least square means are derived based on the mixed effects model with repeated measures, in which the dependent variable is change from 
baseline in score and independent variables are baseline, visit, treatment, visit by treatment interaction and randomization stratification factors – 
ISS staging (I, II, III), region (Europe vs Other) and age (<75 years vs ≥75 years) as fixed effects and individual subject as random effect. 

 
For patients in the DVTd group, a statistically significant reduction in pain symptoms compared with the VTd group was 

reported post-consolidation (LS mean change from baseline -23.3 and -19.7, respectively; p=0.0416) (Figure 9). 

Figure 9: EORTC QLQ-C30 change from baseline in pain subscale scores (mixed effects model for repeated measures)(129) 

 
Figure reprinted from: Roussel R et al. Improvement in health-related quality of life for newly diagnosed multiple myeloma transplant-eligible 
patients treated with daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone: CASSIOPIA study. 2019. EHA Poster.(10) 
Abbreviations: D-VTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone; EORTC QLQ-C30 = European Organisation for Research and 
Treatment of Cancer Core Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire-C30; LS = least-squares; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone. 

 
The reduction in pain symptoms score was clinically meaningful for both DVTd and VTd (exceeding a 15.7 point threshold 

for clinical significance),(135) with a particularly pronounced LS mean change from baseline over 20 points in the DVTd 

group, suggesting a large reduction in pain post-consolidation.(129) The proportion of patients using analgesics in the 

DVTd and VTd groups were similar (91.2% vs 92.1% respectively), indicating pain reduction was not confounded by use 

of concomitant pain management.(7)  
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For the EORTC QLQ-C30 functional scales, a statistically significant improvement in emotional functioning was reported 

in the DVTd group compared with that in the VTd group post-consolidation (LS mean change from baseline 13.0 vs 9.5 

respectively; p=0.0131)(Figure 10).(7, 9, 10) 

Figure 10: EORTC QLQ-C30 change from baseline in emotional function subscale scores (mixed effects model for repeated 

measures)(129) 

 
 Figure reprinted from: Roussel R et al. Improvement in health-related quality of life for newly diagnosed multiple myeloma transplant-eligible 
patients treated with daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone: CASSIOPIA study. 2019. EHA Poster.(10) 
Abbreviations: D-VTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone; EORTC QLQ-C30 = European Organisation for Research and 
Treatment of Cancer Core Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire-C30; LS = least-squares; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone. 

 

Use of DVTd was associated with significantly less decline in cognitive function compared with VTd at Day 100 post ASCT 

(LS mean change from baseline -5.0 vs -7.9, respectively; p=0.0358) (Figure 11).(7, 9, 10) 

Figure 11: EORTC QLQ-C30 change from baseline in cognitive function subscale scores (mixed effects model for repeated 

measures)(129) 

 
 Figure reprinted from: Roussel R et al. Improvement in health-related quality of life for newly diagnosed multiple myeloma transplant-eligible 
patients treated with daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone: CASSIOPIA study. 2019. EHA Poster.(10) 
Abbreviations: D-VTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone; EORTC QLQ-C30 = European Organisation for Research and 
Treatment of Cancer Core Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire-C30; LS = least-squares; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone. 
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In the safety analysis, the DVTd arm reported with 35.5% infusion reactions. The incidence of Grade 3 ADRs in the 

daratumumab arm included; nausea 3.9%, vomiting 2.2%, pyrexia 2.2%, upper respiratory tract infection 0.6%, 

bronchitis 1.5%, hypertension 4.1%.  Grade 3 ADRs in the VTd arm included; nausea 2.0%, vomiting 1.7%, pyrexia 2.2%, 

upper respiratory tract infection 0.6%, bronchitis 1.1%, hypertension 2.2%. For Grade 4 ADRs, 0.4% was reported in the 

DVTd arm for infusion reactions, 0% nausea (DVTd) versus 0.2% (VTd), pyrexia 0.4% (DVTd) versus 0% (VTd), 0% 

infections and infestations in both arms and 0% grade 4 vascular disorders for both arms.(4)  

Refer to Appendix E Safety data for intervention and comparator(s), Table 97. 

Serious treatment emergent adverse events 

Serious TEAEs occurred at similar rates in the DVTd group and the VTd group with overall incidence of 46.8% and 47.4% 

respectively. The most commonly reported serious TEAEs (≥2%) in the CASSIOPEIA safety population included 

neutropenia (DVTd 3.9%, VTd 1.5%), pneumonia (DVTd 3.5%, VTd 1.7%), pyrexia (DVTd 2.8%, VTd 4.3%) and pulmonary 

embolism (DVTd 1.5%, VTd 3.7%).(4, 6) 

Refer to Appendix E Safety data for intervention and comparator(s), Table 98. 

Infusion-related reactions 

At median follow-up of 18.8 months, infusion-related reactions (IRRs) of any grade associated with daratumumab were 

observed in 35.4% of the patients, with 26.9% experiencing IRR at first infusion, 1.9% with the second infusion, and 

11.7% cumulative with subsequent infusions (the latter mainly occurring at the first infusion after ASCT (10.7%).(4, 6) 

The IRRs were mostly limited to Grade 1 or 2 events. The results for IRRs in CASSIOPEIA are in line with the previous 

studies as listed in the SmPC.(4)  The most frequently reported TEAE term (reported in ≥5% of subjects) used to describe 

IRRs was chills (5.6%). Overall, IRRs were manageable with a low frequency of Grade 3 (3.2%) or 4 Grade events (0.4%) 

and no fatal events. 

As referred to in the section, Basic information, a license extension for a subcutaneous formulation of daratumumab 

was received in June 2020. Results from the non-inferiority phase III study COLUMBA demonstrated that the rate of 

IRRs was significantly reduced with SC versus IV (12.7% vs 34.5%; odds ratio, 0.28; 95% CI, 0.18-0.44; P <0.0001).(136) 

It is therefore anticipated that IRRs associated with administering DVTd will be substantially reduced following the 

availability of daratumumab as a SC injection. Furthermore, SC daratumumab is expected to improve convenience for 

patients with administration time reduced from several hours to approximately 5 minutes.(136) 

Discontinuation due to adverse events 

Discontinuation of study treatment (i.e. all study drugs) due to TEAEs was similar between treatment groups; 7.5% of 

patients discontinued treatment due to TEAEs in the DVTd group, compared with 8.4% in the VTd group (Table 99).(6) 

The TEAE associated with the highest number of discontinuations was peripheral sensory neuropathy, reported in 10 

patients (1.9%) in the DVTd group and 23 patients (4.3%) in the VTd group.(6) 

Refer to Appendix E Safety data for intervention and comparator(s), Table 99. 

Discontinuation of treatment irrespective of reason 

The most common reasons for discontinuation were adverse events, progressive disease, and death. The primary and 

final analysis of part 1 evaluated efficacy after all patients either completed the day 100 response evaluation or 

discontinued from study treatment.  A total of 24 (4%) patients in the DVTd group and 31 (6%) patients in the VTd group 

discontinued treatment during induction, and five (1%) and 11 (2%) patients during consolidation; 23 (4%) and 36 (7%) 

patients did not continue to consolidation therapy after transplantation.(6)  

Refer to Appendix E Safety data for intervention and comparator(s), Table 100. 
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Overall 
Overall, DVTd was well-tolerated in CASSIOPEIA, with clinically manageable side effects consistent with the known 

safety profiles of daratumumab monotherapy and the VTd regimen.(4, 6) No new safety signals were identified.(6) IRRs 

associated with the use of daratumumab were mild and manageable and are anticipated to reduce significantly with 

the use of SC daratumumab.(6)  

 

7.1.3 Comparative analyses of efficacy and safety 

Since a single head-to-head study comparing the intervention and comparator directly is included as evidence of efficacy 

and safety, the following section describing comparative analysis is omitted. 

7.2 Efficacy of DVTd/VTd compared to VCd for patients with NDMM patients who are eligible for ASCT 

The analysis aims to compare PFS and OS of patients receiving DVTd and VTd to those VCd induction therapy for the 

treatment of patients with NDMM patients who are eligible for ASCT. In the absence of RCTs comparing DVTd/VTd to 

VCd induction therapy, an unanchored MAIC(137, 138) can be used to compare PFS and OS. This type of comparison 

derives relative treatment effects by assigning weights to patients to balance differences in baseline characteristics 

between the arms being compared. As PFS and OS are influenced by differences in the maintenance therapies used, a 

comparison of the induction therapies alone is challenging. Instead, a comparison of the trials’ treatment overall 

schemas, adjusted for population differences can be explored. 

The aim of this analysis was to conduct an unanchored MAIC comparing PFS and OS among patients receiving DVTd/VTd 

followed by daratumumab / observation maintenance for 2 years to: 

• VCd followed by ASCT and lenalidomide consolidation and lenalidomide maintenance for 2 years (VCd-Len-2Y)  

The MAIC analyses descriptions are primarily based on the Moreau et al. 2020(8), a full-text article published in a 

scientific, peer-reviewed journal. Compared to Moreau et al. 2020(8) which was focusing on the 1st data-cut from 

CASSIOPEIA (median follow-up of 18.8 months), the below analysis has incorporated 2nd data-cut with a median follow-

up of 29.2 months for CASSIOPEIA. 

7.2.1 Relevant studies 

This MAIC was conducted on basis of two trials: CASSIOPEIA(6, 12) and GMMG-MM5(121, 139): 

• In Part 1 of the Phase 3 CASSIOPEIA study, patients with NDMM who were eligible for ASCT received DVTd or VTd 

as pre-ASCT induction (four 28-day cycles) and post-ASCT consolidation therapy (two 28-day cycles).  In Part 2 

(ongoing), patients with a partial response or better were re-randomized to daratumumab maintenance every 8 

weeks or observation for a maximum of 2 years.(6, 12)  

• GMMG-MM5 is a randomized, open-label phase III trial with newly diagnosed, transplant-eligible patients.(139, 

140) Patients were equally randomized to receive induction therapy with PAd (bortezomib/ 

doxorubicin/dexamethasone) or VCd, followed by ASCT and then lenalidomide (LEN) consolidation, followed by 

either LEN maintenance therapy for a fixed duration of 2 years (LEN-2Y) or until achievement of complete 

response (CR) (LEN-CR, intention-to-treat population n = 502): arms A1:PAd + LEN-2Y (n = 125), B1:PAd + LEN-CR 

(n = 126), A2:VCd + LEN-2Y (n = 126), B2:VCd + LEN-CR (n = 125).(139) 

The CASSIOPEIA(5, 10) and GMMG-MM5(121, 139) study designs are shown in Appendix C Baseline characteristics of 

patients in studies used for the comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Figure 25. Efficacy outcomes assessed in 

each study are summarized in Table 76 in Appendix C Baseline characteristics of patients in studies used for the 
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comparative analysis of efficacy and safety. For main characteristics for the included studies refer to Appendix B Main 

characteristics of included studies.  

Eligibility criteria were generally comparable across the studies. The CASSIOPEIA included patients up to 65 years of age, 

whereas the GMMG-MM5 study included patients up to 70 years of age. Various diagnostic criteria were used to 

diagnose MM in CASSIOPEIA (SliM-CRAB criteria, i.e., 60% plasmacytosis, light chains, MRI, hypercalcemia, renal 

insufficiency, anemia and lytic bone lesions(141)), GMMG-MM5 (CRAB criteria, i.e., hypercalcemia, renal insufficiency, 

anemia and lytic bone lesions(142)).((8)(p.2)) 

 

7.2.2 Efficacy and safety – results per study 

For DVTd vs. VTd, refer to the previous section, 7.1.2. 

 
In the GMMG-MM5 trial, the median follow-up for PFS was 59.4 months. In total, 321 PFS events had occurred. Median 

PFS was 43.2 vs. 40.9 vs. 35.9 vs. 35.7 months and PFS rates after 36 months were 58.5% vs. 53.8% vs. 49.4% vs. 49.4% 

in the arms A1 (PAd + LEN-2Y), A2 (VCd + LEN-2Y) , B1 (PAd + LEN-CR) and B2 (VCd + LEN-CR), respectively.(139)  

The median follow-up for OS was 60.1 months. In total, 162 OS events had occurred. OS was not significantly different 

between the four study arms applying a stratified log-rank test (p = 0.15). On unstratified, single comparison of the four 

treatment arms, OS was significantly shorter in the PAd-LEN-CR (B1) vs. PAd-LEN-2Y (A1) arm (p = 0.047). The 36-month 

OS rates were 82.9% vs. 85.2% vs. 75.1% vs. 77.1% in the arms A1, A2, B1, and B2, respectively. Median OS was not 

reached in either arm.(139) 

Adverse events were higher in the VCd arm 64% versus the PAd arm with 61.3% (included all AE Common Terminology 

Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) Grade ⩾3 or ⩾2 for infections, cardiac disorders, neuropathy and thromboembolic 

events. Events with a lower CTCAE grade were not considered). Higher levels of leukocytopenia and/or neutropenia was 

reported in the VCd arm versus PAd arm (CTCAE ⩾3°, VCd 35.2% versus Pad 11.3%, P = 0.001). Neuropathy (CTCAE ⩾2°) 

was observed more frequently in the PAd arm than in the VCd arm (14.9 versus 7.6%, P = 0.03). Serious adverse events 

(SAEs) were reported significantly higher in PAd group (32.7 versus 24.0%, P = 0.04).(121) 

7.2.3 Comparative analyses of efficacy and safety 

7.2.3.1 Efficacy 

Method of synthesis  

Matching-adjusted indirect comparison 
Two clinical data cuts were available for CASSIOPEIA for the MAIC analysis: 1st data-cut (median follow-up of 18.8 

months) and the 2nd data-cut (median follow-up of 29.2 months). In the base case analysis, the 2nd data-cut was used. 

In the sensitivity analysis, DVTd data was used from the 1st data-cut, where the findings have been published by Moreau 

et al. 2020.(8) 

A naïve comparison was conducted that directly compared the treatment groups without any adjustments for 

differences between trial populations. The MAIC analysis was performed, which weighted individual patients in the 

DVTd and VTd groups with regard to their characteristics to match those in the comparator trial regimens (Appendix F 

Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 103). An anchored indirect comparison was not feasible, since 

common comparators among the trials were not available; thus, an unanchored indirect comparison was conducted. 

All available effects modifiers and prognostic factors were included, and the analyses followed guidelines published by 

the UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (137).((8)(p.2)) 

Effect modifiers & prognostic factors 
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For the two comparisons described in this application (VCd & VRd), variables considered for adjustment differed due to 

data availability and different definitions among studies; however, there was sufficient overlap in most baseline 

characteristics to conduct an MAIC analysis.((8)(p.3)) 

Identified baseline characteristics 
For the DVTd, VTd and VCd groups, the baseline characteristics for adjustment in the analysis included age, sex, ISS 

stage, Eastern CooperativeOncologyGroup performance status, cytogenetic risk (proportions of patients with t(4;14) 

translocation and/or del(17p) abnormality), creatinine, bone disease, calcium levels, hemoglobin, platelet count, serum 

lactic acid dehydrogenase (LDH) and myeloma type. Anemia was excluded from the analysis due to lack of overlap in 

reported values between studies (CASSIOPEIA: 41.1% with DVTd and 35.2% with VTd; GMMG-MM5: 55%), resulting in 

substantial reduction in the effective sample size (ESS) after matching (51% for DVTd and 50% for VTd); mean 

hemoglobin was adjusted for instead.((8)(p.3)) Based on clinical feedback, it was determined that anemia was not a 

critical aspect of prognosis compared to other factors and could be excluded from the analysis; mean hemoglobin 

concentration and platelet count were adjusted instead. Of note, as there was only 1 patient in each arm in CASSIOPEIA 

with renal insufficiency (defined as creatinine >177 μmol/l), this baseline characteristic could not be adjusted.  

Lack of overlap between the CASSIOPEIA and GMMG-MM5 trials was observed in the reported proportion of patients 

with LDH above the upper limit of normal. In CASSIOPEIA, the assessment of LDH was based on local laboratory assays 

with upper limit of normal patient-dependent cutoffs of 213 U/l or 225 U/l, whereas for GMMG-MM5, the cutoffs were 

not reported and, therefore, it was not known if the LDH values were comparable between the two trials.((8)(p.3)) 

However, based on clinical feedback, it was determined that LDH was an important prognostic factor and should be 

included in the matching model. 

Analysis variables & statistical methodology / DVTd/VTd vs. VCd 
Outcome variables for this analysis were identified following comparison of the efficacy outcome definitions used in 

each trial (Appendix C Baseline characteristics of patients in studies used for the comparative analysis of efficacy and 

safety, Table 76). As efficacy outcomes (PFS and OS) that are analyzed in this MAIC are influenced by differences among 

the trials in the maintenance therapies used, a comparison of the induction therapies alone is challenging. Instead, a 

comparison of the trials’ overall treatment schemas, adjusted for population differences, was conducted. The MAIC 

adjusted for differences in study populations by taking individual patient data from CASSIOPEIA and weighting it to 

match the published aggregate data from VCd to adjust heterogeneity of baseline among different study comparisons 

(refer to Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 103).((8)(p.3)) 

Aggregate baseline and outcome data for VCd were obtained from the GMMG-MM5 study publication (Goldschmidt H 

et al., 2020), with a median follow-up time of 60.1 months.(139) 

Individual patient data (e.g., time and censoring status) were derived from digitized Kaplan–Meier curves from each 

comparator study using the method Guyot et al.(143) Median PFS and OS (when available) and numbers at risk over 

time were compared to ensure a reasonably close replication of the published results. Due to data availability, 

investigator-assessed PFS was used for matching adjustment of DVTd and VTd to VCd. The relative effect of DVTd and 

VTd versus each comparator for PFS and OS was derived as the hazard ratio (HR) obtained using a weighted Cox 

regression analysis with a robust sandwich estimator for calculation of standard errors. Noninferiority margins for PFS 

and OS were identified from a targeted literature review as HRs of 1.333 and 1.298, respectively.(144)  Results that did 

not achieve superiority or inferiority and did not qualify per the noninferiority criteria were treated as inconclusive. 

.((8)(p.4)) 

Detailed descriptions of statistical methods can be found in Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety.  
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Results from the comparative analysis 
Baseline characteristics before and after matching D-VTd and VTd to VCd are summarized in Appendix F Comparative 

analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 103. Before matching adjustment, there were imbalances in some baseline 

characteristics including myeloma type, calcium levels, renal insufficiency and anemia. After matching, all baseline 

characteristics were balanced among DVTd, VTd and VCd groups, except anemia and renal insufficiency. In the model, 

ESS was reduced from the original sample size by 62% for DVTd and 61% for VTd.((8)(p.7)) PFS and OS KM curves for 

DVTd/VTd before and after adjustment vs. VCd can be found in Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, 

Figure 27, Figure 28, Figure 29, Figure 30. 

For DVTd vs. VCd, the results for the naïve (before matching, median follow-up of 29.2 months), base case (after 

matching, median follow-up of 29.2 months) and sensitivity analysis (after matching, median follow-up of 18.8 months) 

are presented in Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 101. For DVTd vs. VCd with a median 

follow-up of 29.2 months for CASSIOPEIA, PFS and OS were statistically significantly different for DVTd before [PFS HR: 

0.43 (95%CI: 0.30-0.60) and OS HR: 0.39 (95%CI: 0.21-0.71)] and after matching [PFS HR: 0.40 (95%CI: 0.26-0.61) and OS 

HR: 0.37 (95%CI: 0.18-0.76)] in the analysis. Adjustment in the analysis shifted the point estimates for PFS slightly in 

favor of DVTd but had little to no impact on OS. The results after matching are used in the base case for the cost-

effectiveness model.  

For VTd vs. VCd, the results are presented in Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 102. For VTd 

vs. VCd with a median follow-up of 29.2 months for CASSIOPEIA, there was no statistically significant difference in PFS 

and OS before [PFS HR: 0.85 (95%CI: 0.62-1.17) and OS HR: 0.72 (95%CI: 0.42-1.24)] and after matching [PFS HR: 0.93 

(95%CI: 0.64-1.35) and OS HR: 0.77 (95%CI: 0.40-1.47)] in the analysis. Adjustment shifted the PFS and OS point 

estimates slightly towards the null value and in favor of VCd. 

 

Discussion and limitations  
A MAIC analysis was used to compare outcomes from the CASSIOPEIA trial with VCd induction regimen from the GMMG-

MM5 trial among transplant-eligible patients with NDMM.  Data from the EMN02 study, in which patients with NDMM 

received VCd induction therapy, were recently published.(145) In EMN02, PFS and OS were reported starting from the 

time of randomization, which occurred after the VCd induction period (145); this difference in reporting of survival times 

precluded inclusion in this analysis.((8)(p.8)) 

MAIC methodology has been used within oncology and other therapeutic areas to compare treatment effects across 

trials, as it allows for adjustment of population differences among studies (130, 138, 146) and can aid clinical decision 

making for choosing the optimal treatment regimen. Using an unanchored MAIC, patient population differences were 

adjusted via weighting to compare PFS and OS across the studies. Although, after matching adjustment, there was a 

substantial reduction in ESS from the original sample size, all baseline characteristics were balanced between studies in 

analysis.((8)(p.8)) 

In this MAIC analysis, PFS and OS were significantly in favor of DVTd compared with VCd in transplant-eligible patients 

with NDMM. Conversely, comparisons of the VTd treatment arm in CASSIOPEIA with VCd did not show statistically 

significant differences in PFS or OS before or after matching.((8)(p.8)) 

The OS data should be interpreted with the caveat that CASSIOPEIA is ongoing, so the follow-up period (18.8 months 

for the 1st data-cut and 28.2 months for the 2nd data-cut) is limited versus the comparator trial (GMMG-MM5, 60.1 

months), and median OS has not yet been reached in either treatment arm (DVTd and VTd) in CASSIOPEIA. The extent 

of bias caused by different median follow-up times is difficult to predict, given that OS data can be confounded by 

subsequent therapies and evolving therapeutic options in relapsed MM. ((8)(p.9)) 
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There were several limitations to this MAIC analysis. Although MAIC effectively adjusts for baseline variables when 

individual patient data from only one study are available, it effectively assumes that absolute outcomes can be predicted 

from baseline variables.(130) Additionally, information bias does exist when individual patient data are recreated based 

on Kaplan–Meier curves, because the true censor is not known. The different lengths of follow-up among the studies 

may also contribute to information bias. There is the likely possibility for residual bias from unaccounted prognostic 

factors or effect modifiers, differences in study designs and inclusion criteria (and thus differences in patient, treatment 

and disease characteristics), and differences in postinduction therapy treatments and maintenance regimens (e.g., 

lenalidomide vs daratumumab, and limited, as well as differing, durations of maintenance therapies in the different 

trials). Different length and cycle number of induction therapies may add additional bias to the analyses. Comparing the 

effect of induction therapies alone using MAIC methodology is challenging, since PFS and OS are influenced by 

differences in consolidation and maintenance strategies, and it was not feasible to adjust for differences in treatment 

schema (e.g., receipt of a second ASCT in the GMMG-MM5 trial). Consequently, the analysis reflects a comparison of 

the overall treatment schema of the studies rather than a comparison of the induction therapies alone. It should also 

be noted that the CASSIOPEIA trial began in 2015, whereas the GMMG-MM5 trial were initiated in 2010. Changes in 

clinical practice and management of patients with NDMM over time may have influenced efficacy outcomes, and 

availability of newer options may have led to biased longevity. However, improved PFS and OS with DVTd, but not VTd, 

with VCd suggests that inclusion of daratumumab in the regimen, rather than advances in patient care, contributed to 

this effect.((8)(p.9)) 

7.2.3.2 Safety 

Overall, no sufficiently comparable data has been published for VCd to conduct a fair naïve comparison between DVTd 

vs. VCd. 

In the phase 2 study (EVOLUTION) (Kumar et al. 2012) bortezomib in combination with dexamethasone, 

cyclophosphamide, and lenalidomide (VDCR), bortezomib in combination with dexamethasone and lenalidomide (VDR), 

and VCd was investigated.(147) Treatment consisted of eight 3-week cycles of induction therapy followed by four 6-

week cycles of bortezomib maintenance therapy and was therefore not seen as comparable to the VCd dosing expected 

in Danish clinical practice. The study reported the following for VCd: At least one Grade 3 or above AE: 26 (79%); At least 

one drug-related Grade 3 or above AE: 20 (61%); AE resulting in discontinuation: 4 (12%). 

In the phase 3 randomized IFM2013-04 trial (Moreau et al. 2016), patients were centrally randomized to receive 4 cycles 

of VTd or VCd. VCd treatment consisted of four 3-week cycles of 1.3 mg/m2 bortezomib administered subcutaneously 

(SC) on days 1, 4, 8, and 11; 40 mg dexamethasone on days 1–4 and 9–12; plus 500 mg/m2 cyclophosphamide 

administered orally on days 1, 8, and 15. The safety population included all 338 patients (169 in each arm). For the 

induction therapy with VCd, any AEs (Grade 3-4) was 68.2%. 3 (1.8%) patients died during induction therapy for VCd – 

from progression to extramedullary myeloma (1) and infections (2).(148) 

Safety data is reported based on the same study used to document the efficacy of both the intervention (CASSIOPEIA) 

and the comparator (GMMG-MM5) according with the method guidelines. Safety data from GMMG-MM5 has been 

included in a naïve comparison but differences exists in method and detail of reporting, and the comparison should be 

interpreted with caution. In terms of safety data from GMMG-MM5, the AEs published for VCd is only reported during 

induction (Mai et al. 2015)(121) or separately during maintenance (Goldschmidt et al. 2020)(139). In addition, the 

GMMG-MM5 trial did not report data for any Grade TEAE; the reported data for any AE (64.0%; induction only) included 

all AE CTCAE Grade⩾3or⩾2 for infections, cardiac disorders, neuropathy and thromboembolic events. Events with a 

lower CTCAE Grade were not considered.  

Although differences exist in collection/definition of AEs between the two studies and it should be interpreted with 

caution, this data may serve as a proxy for Grade 3/4 TEAE for the comparison versus DVTd. DVTd reported 80.6% Grade 

3/4 TEAE during induction/ASCT/consolidation. Based on maximum severity, DVTd reported 41.0% Grade 3 TEAE and 
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HDT and ASCT followed by two additional cycles of VRd (350 patients). Patients in both groups received 

maintenance therapy with lenalidomide for 1 year.(123) 

The CASSIOPEIA and IFM 2009 study designs are shown in Appendix C Baseline characteristics of patients in studies used 

for the comparative analysis of efficacy and safety , Figure 26. Efficacy outcomes assessed in each study are summarized 

in Appendix C Baseline characteristics of patients in studies used for the comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, 

Table 78. For main characteristics for the included studies refer to Appendix B Main characteristics of included studies. 

The MAIC analyses are using the VRd + ASCT (transplantation) group. 

Eligibility criteria were generally comparable across the studies. The CASSIOPEIA and IFM 2009 studies included patients 

up to 65 years of age. Various diagnostic criteria were used to diagnose MM in CASSIOPEIA (SliM-CRAB criteria, i.e., 60% 

plasmacytosis, light chains, MRI, hypercalcemia, renal insufficiency, anemia and lytic bone lesions(141)), IFM 2009 

(Myeloma Group Uniform Response Criteria(123), adapted from International Uniform Response Criteria for Multiple 

Myeloma(142)).((8)(p.2)) 

7.3.2 Efficacy and safety – results per study 

For DVTd vs. VTd, refer to the previous section, 7.1.2. 

With a median follow up of 43 months, the median PFS was significantly longer in the VRd transplantation group versus 

the group with VRd alone (50 months vs. 36 months; adjusted hazard ratio for disease progression or death, 0.65; 

P<0.001). Overall survival at 4 years did not differ significantly between the two groups; the rate was 82% in the VRd-

alone group and 81% in the transplantation group (adjusted hazard ratio for death, 1.16; 95% CI, 0.80 to 1.68; P = 0.87). 

Median survival was not reached in either group.(123) 

Discontinuation due to AEs were higher in the VRd transplant group 11% versus 9% in the VRd group. Grade 3/4  AEs 

were 97.1% in the VRd transplant group versus 84.3% in VRd group.(123) 

7.3.3 Comparative analyses of efficacy and safety 

7.3.3.1 Efficacy 

Method of synthesis  

Matching-adjusted indirect comparison 
Two clinical data cuts were available for CASSIOPEIA for the MAIC analysis: 1st data-cut (median follow-up of 18.8 

months) and the 2nd data-cut (median follow-up of 29.2 months). In the base case analysis, the 2nd data-cut was used. 

In the sensitivity analysis, DVTd data was used from the 1st data-cut, where the findings have been published by Moreau 

et al. 2020.(8) The MAIC analyses are using the VRd transplant group (VRd + ASCT) but referred to as VRd. 

A naïve comparison was conducted that directly compared the treatment groups without any adjustments for 

differences between trial populations. The MAIC analysis was performed, which weighted individual patients in the 

DVTd and VTd groups with regard to their characteristics to match those in the comparator trial regimen  (refer to 

Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 108). An anchored indirect  comparison was not feasible, 

since common comparators among the trials were not available; thus, an unanchored indirect comparison was 

conducted. All available effects modifiers and prognostic factors were included, and the analyses followed guidelines 

published by the UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence(137).((8)(p.2))  

Effect modifiers & prognostic factors 
For the two comparisons described in this application (VCd & VRd), variables considered for adjustment differed due to 

data availability and different definitions among studies; however, there was sufficient overlap in most baseline 

characteristics to conduct an MAIC analysis.((8)(p.3)) 
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Identified baseline characteristics 
The following baseline characteristics were identified for the analysis of the DVTd, VTd and VRd treatment groups based 

on clinical opinion: age, sex, myeloma type and International Staging System (ISS) stage. The definition of cytogenetic 

risk differed between IFM 2009 (t(4;14) translocation, del(17p) abnormality and t(14;16) translocation evaluated) and 

CASSIOPEIA (only t(4;14) translocation and del(17p) abnormality evaluated). Additionally, a smaller proportion of 

patients in the IFM 2009 study were tested for cytogenetic abnormalities compared with those in the CASSIOPEIA study. 

In IFM 2009, 26.0% were not tested for t(4;14) translocation and 26.3% were not tested for del(17p) abnormality; in 

CASSIOPEIA, 7.7% of patients in the DVTd arm and 7.2% in the VTd arm were not tested for both t(4;14) translocation 

and del(17p) abnormality. Therefore, cytogenetic risk was excluded from the analysis.((8)(p.3)) 

Analysis variables & statistical methodology / DVTd/VTd vs VRd 
Outcome variables for this analysis were identified following comparison of the efficacy outcome definitions used in 

each trial (Appendix C Baseline characteristics of patients in studies used for the comparative analysis of efficacy and 

safety, Table 78). As efficacy outcomes (PFS and overall survival [OS]) that are analyzed in this MAIC are influenced by 

differences among the trials in the maintenance therapies used, a comparison of the induction therapies alone is 

challenging. Instead, a comparison of the trials’ overall treatment schemas, adjusted for population differences, was 

conducted. The MAIC adjusted for differences in study populations by taking individual patient data from CASSIOPEIA 

and weighting it to match the published aggregate data from VRd to adjust heterogeneity of baseline among different 

study comparisons (refer to  Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 108).((8)(p.3)) 

Aggregate baseline and outcome data for VRd transplant group were obtained from the IFM 2009 study publication, 

with a median follow-up time of 43 months.(123) 

Individual patient data (e.g., time and censoring status) were derived from digitized Kaplan–Meier curves from each 

comparator study using the method Guyot et al.(143) Median PFS and OS (when available) and numbers at risk over 

time were compared to ensure a reasonably close replication of the published results. The relative effect of DVTd and 

VTd versus VRd for PFS and OS was derived as the hazard ratio (HR) obtained using a weighted Cox regression analysis 

with a robust sandwich estimator for calculation of standard errors. Noninferiority margins for PFS and OS were 

identified from a targeted literature review as HRs of 1.333 and 1.298, respectively.(144) Results that did not achieve 

superiority or inferiority and did not qualify per the noninferiority criteria were treated as inconclusive.((8)(p.4)) 

Detailed descriptions of statistical methods can be found in Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety. 

Results from the comparative analysis 
The baseline characteristics for efficacy analyses before and after matching DVTd and VTd to VRd are summarized in 

Appendix C Baseline characteristics of patients in studies used for the comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 

108. Before matching, the baseline characteristics of age, sex, myeloma subtype and ISS stage were similar for patients 

treated with DVTd, VTd and VRd. Consequently, there were no marked reductions in the ESS after matching. In the 

model, ESS was reduced from the original sample size by 2.5% for DVTd and 5.0% for VTd.((8)(p.4)) PFS & OS KM curves 

for DVTd/VTd before and after adjustment vs. VRd can be found in Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and 

safety, Figure 33, Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36. 

For DVTd vs. VRd, the results for the naïve (before matching, median follow-up of 29.2 months), base case (after 

matching, median follow-up of 29.2 months) and sensitivity analysis (after matching, median follow-up of 18.8 months) 

are presented in Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 106. For DVTd vs. VRd with a median 

follow-up of 29.2 months for CASSIOPEIA, PFS and OS were statistically significantly different for DVTd before [PFS HR: 

0.50 (95%CI: 0.38-0.67) and OS HR: 0.39 (95%CI: 0.24-0.62)] and after matching [PFS HR: 0.50 (95%CI: 0.38-0.67) and OS 

HR: 0.40 (95%CI: 0.25-0.64)] in the analysis. Adjustment in the analysis had little to no impact on PFS and OS.  The results 

after matching are used in the base case for the cost-effectiveness model. 
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For VTd vs. VRd, the results are presented in Appendix F Comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Table 107. For VTd 

vs. VRd with a median follow-up of 29.2 months for CASSIOPEIA, there was no statistically significant difference in PFS 

and OS before [PFS HR: 0.99 (95%CI: 0.78-1.26) and OS HR: 0.72 (95%CI: 0.48-1.07)] and after matching [PFS HR: 1.04 

(95%CI: 0.82-1.32) and OS HR: 0.78 (95%CI: 0.53-1.16)] in the analysis. Adjustment shifted the PFS and OS point 

estimates slightly towards the null value and in favor of VRd. 

Discussion and limitations 
A MAIC analysis was used to compare outcomes from the CASSIOPEIA trial with VRd induction regimen from the IFM 

2009 trial among transplant-eligible patients with NDMM.  The Phase III PETHEMA/GEM2012 study also evaluated VRd 

in this patient population [22] (149), but did not include detailed information on PFS and OS to enable a comparison 

here. The Phase II GRIFFIN trial evaluated daratumumab in combination with VRd (D-VRd) versus VRd induction as front-

line therapy for MM(150), but was not powered for PFS for inclusion here.((8)(p.8))   

MAIC methodology has been used within oncology and other therapeutic areas to compare treatment effects across 

trials, as it allows for adjustment of population differences among studies(130, 138, 146) and can aid clinical decision 

making for choosing the optimal treatment regimen. Using an unanchored MAIC, patient population differences were 

adjusted via weighting to compare PFS and OS across different studies. After matching adjustment, there were no 

marked reductions in the ESS after matching, in ESS from the original sample size, all baseline characteristics were 

balanced between studies in analysis.((8)(p.8))   

In this MAIC analysis, PFS and OS were significantly in favor of DVTd compared with VRd in transplant-eligible patients 

with NDMM. Conversely, comparisons of the VTd treatment arm in CASSIOPEIA with VRd did not show statistically 

significant differences in PFS or OS before or after matching.((8)(p.8))  

The OS data should be interpreted with the caveat that CASSIOPEIA is ongoing, so the follow-up period (18.8 months 

for the 1st data-cut and 28.2 months for the 2nd data-cut) is shorter versus the comparator trial (IFM 2009, 43 months), 

and median OS has not yet been reached in either treatment arm (DVTd and VTd) in CASSIOPEIA. The extent of bias 

caused by different median follow-up times is difficult to predict, given that OS data can be confounded by subsequent 

therapies and evolving therapeutic options in relapsed MM.((8)(p.9))  

There were several limitations to this MAIC analysis. Although MAIC effectively adjusts for baseline variables when 

individual patient data from only one study are available, it effectively assumes that absolute outcomes can be predicted 

from baseline variables.(130) Additionally, information bias does exist when individual patient data are recreated based 

on Kaplan–Meier curves, because the true censor is not known. The different lengths of follow-up among the studies 

may also contribute to information bias. There is the likely possibility for residual bias from unaccounted prognostic 

factors or effect modifiers, differences in study designs and inclusion criteria (and thus differences in patient, treatment 

and disease characteristics), and differences in postinduction therapy treatments and maintenance regimens (e.g., 

lenalidomide vs daratumumab, and limited, as well as differing, durations of maintenance therapies in the different 

trials). Different length and cycle number of induction therapies may add additional bias to the analyses. Comparing the 

effect of induction therapies alone using MAIC methodology is challenging, since PFS and OS are influenced by 

differences in consolidation and maintenance strategies, and it was not feasible to adjust for differences in treatment 

schema (e.g., receipt of a second ASCT in the IFM 2009 trial). Consequently, the analysis reflects a comparison of the 

overall treatment schema of the studies rather than a comparison of the induction therapies alone. It should also be 

noted that the CASSIOPEIA trial began in 2015, whereas the IFM 2009 trial were initiated in 2010. Changes in clinical 

practice and management of patients with NDMM over time may have influenced efficacy outcomes, and availability of 

newer options may have led to biased longevity. However, improved PFS and OS with DVTd, but not VTd, with VRd 

suggests that inclusion of daratumumab in the regimen, rather than advances in patient care, contributed to this 

effect.((8)(p.9)) 
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7.3.3.2 Safety 

Safety data was examined based on the same study used to document the efficacy of both the intervention (CASSIOPEIA) 

and the comparator (IFM 2009) according with the method guidelines. Another study that is available is the PETHEMA 

GEM2012 trial, which was designed to compare two transplant conditioning regimens (IV busulfan + melphalan vs 

melphalan) in 458 patients in total who received six 28-day cycles of VRD induction (and 397 patients receiving 

additional two cycles of VRd consolidation). 

TEAEs for DVTd is primarily reported during induction/ASCT/consolidation treatment phase in the CASSIOPEIA study. 

However, certain TEAE data during induction for DVTd is reported in the EPAR.(4) TEAEs published for VRd in the 

PHETEMA GEM2012 study is reported during induction and separately during consolidation treatment phase for most 

common TEAEs based on the publication from Rosiñol et. al 2019(149) reporting grouped response analysis of induction, 

transplant, and consolidation (referred to as GEM2012 publication in this section). In the EPAR for VRd (assessment of 

VRd in the transplant ineligible setting) safety data from both IFM 2009 and PETHEMA GEM2012 are reported.(151) AEs 

were collected during initial treatment (6 cycles; 24 weeks) and did not include ASCT or consolidation in the reporting 

of AEs. Furthermore, both arms were combined for safety reporting in the EPAR of VRd and the GEM2012 publication, 

in which, conditioning regimen with IV busulfan + melphalan is not considered comparable to Danish clinical practice, 

where conditioning regimen with only melphalan is used.  

The Medicines Council guidelines states that in cases where there is data from a safety population that is significantly 

larger than the one included in the studies of clinical effect, then this data should be used instead((152)(p.17)). The 

safety population in PETHEMA GEM2012 is not assessed to be significantly larger than IFM 2009, and taking above 

factors into account, the results from PETHEMA GEM2012 study have not been used as it is not comparable with the 

CASSIOPEIA trial.   

Safety data from IFM 2009 trial has been included in a naïve comparison but differences exists in method and detail of 

reporting. The IFM 2009 trial was designed to compare induction therapy with three cycles of VRd and then 

consolidation therapy with either five additional cycles of VRd (Arm A) or high-dose melphalan plus stem-cell 

transplantation followed by two additional cycles of VRd (Arm B) including a total of 700. Patients in both groups 

received maintenance therapy with lenalidomide for 1 year.  

The IFM 2009 publication by Attal et al. 2017 (123), reported AEs most likely representing AEs collected throughout the 

whole study including the maintenance phase, which is not comparable to the DVTd-arm where TEAEs are reported 

after induction/ASCT/consolidation. Based on the EPAR of VRd, TEAEs are available for the nontransplant group (Arm 

A) only, and hence not directly comparable to the DVTd arm. Despite these limitations and the fact that the naïve 

comparison should be interpreted with caution, TEAEs/AEs from Attal et al. 2017 (IFM 2009 publication) and data from 

the EPAR of VRd are summarized below in Table 24 below. 

TEAEs from the EPAR of VRd for the nontransplant group (Arm A) and AEs from IFM 2009 publication (Arm B) are 

reported in Table 24, including TEAEs for the DVTd arm from the CASSIOPEIA study. Based on the IFM 2009 publication, 

only Grade 3/4 AEs are available with 97.1% in the VRd ASCT arm (most likely including AEs collected during maintenance 

phase), with 86.0% Grade 3/4 AEs reported in EPAR of VRd for VRd nontransplant arm (Arm A), and 80.6% Grade 3/4 

AEs events reported for the DVTd arm during induction/ASCT/consolidation. Based on maximum severity, DVTd 

reported 41.0% Grade 3 TEAE and 17.4% Grade 4 TEAE during induction.(4) For any Grade TEAE, 99.4% was reported 

for VRd nontransplant arm and 99.8% in the DVTd arm during induction/ASCT/consolidation, and 98.9% during 

induction. Serious TEAEs was lower in the VRd nontransplant arm, with 30.3% reported versus 46.8% in the DVTd arm 

for induction/ASCT/consolidation, and 33.6% during induction. However, importantly AEs were collected during 

induction phase in the VRd nontransplant arm based on EPAR of VRd and differences in the definition and reporting of 

serious TEAE may exist. TEAEs leading to discontinuation was lower in the DVTd arm with 7.5% during 

induction/ASCT/consolidation and 5.2% for induction versus 8.4% in the VRd nontransplant arm. 
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8. Health economic analysis 

An economic model was developed in Microsoft Excel® to assess the cost-effectiveness of DVTd versus VTd, VCd, and 

VRd for the treatment of patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT. In the following sections the model is described 

in section 8.1, the outcomes and inputs in the model are described in sections 8.2-8.5 and section 8.6 presents the 

results.  

8.1 Model 

A three-health state transition cohort model was chosen to follow patients from an initial line of treatment after 

diagnosis into later lines and until death. The three health states modelled were progression-free (induction, ASCT, 

consolidation and maintenance), post-progression (second line and beyond) and death.  

The key efficacy inputs in the model are OS, PFS and treatment duration. The CASSIOPEIA trial was used to derive clinical 

data for DVTd and VTd,(6) as patient-level data were available.  

Figure 12 illustrates the three health states used to model patients’ survival outcomes over the time horizon: 

progression-free, post-progression and death. This structure was implemented through a partitioned survival model 

(PSM) approach,(153) which was based on the use of independent PFS and OS curves. 

Figure 12. Model Structure 

 

 
The PSM does not directly calculate transitions between the three health states; instead, it partitions the population 

into groups. The method postulates that at any time point, the proportion of patients falling under the PFS curve is in 

the progression-free health state, the proportion of patients falling above the OS curve is in the death health state and 

those remaining are in the post-progression health state (Figure 13). In the PSM, the efficacy of treatment with respect 

to PFS does not directly impact OS (PFS and OS are independent). 
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Figure 13. Partitioned Survival Approach 

 
Abbreviations: OS = overall survival; PFS = progression-free survival 

 
For the adequate modelling of treatment-related costs, it was necessary to keep track of treatment status for different 

treatment phases in both the progression-free and post-progression health states. 

• Progression-free 

o On induction treatment 

o On consolidation treatment 

o On maintenance treatment 

o Off treatment 

• Post-progression 

o On subsequent treatment(s) 

o Off treatment 

• Death 

 

Patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT enter the model and receive induction treatment. Following induction 

treatment, patients who are progression-free receive ASCT, consolidation and maintenance treatment; patients who 

experience non-fatal progression during the induction do not receive ASCT. Patients who experience non-fatal disease 

progression at any time (i.e., during induction, ASCT, consolidation or maintenance treatment) move to the post-

progression health state in which they switch to a subsequent line of treatment. Patients may discontinue treatment or 

die at any time in the model. 

Costs and utilities were assigned depending on the patient’s health state (i.e., progression-free and post-progression); 

however, the utility values for patients who are in the progression-free health state also depend on the treatment phase 

(i.e., induction, ASCT, consolidation or maintenance). Costs and utilities are accrued and summarized for each cycle of 
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the model (four weeks) so that the difference in cumulative cost and utilities can be analyzed and compared between 

comparators. 

8.1.1 Modelling Approach to Track Progression and Death 

8.1.1.1 Progression-free 

The PFS curve for each induction treatment is assumed to track the proportion of patients in the progression-free health 

state covering the induction, ASCT, consolidation and maintenance treatment phases. The impact of ASCT (or the lack 

of it) on progression was assumed to be implicit in the PFS curve. Similarly, the effect of consolidation and maintenance 

treatment administered in the clinical trials was assumed to be captured in the PFS curve associated with each induction 

regimen. 

While progression-free, patients could stop receiving treatments based on the specified treatment duration and stop 

accruing treatment-related costs; patients will not switch to second-line treatment unless they progress. 

8.1.1.2 Post-progression 

Following a non-fatal progression event during any treatment phase (i.e., induction, ASCT, consolidation or 

maintenance), patients will switch to receive a second-line treatment. If a non-fatal progression event occurs while 

patients are on second-line treatment, then patients switch to receive a third-line treatment. PFS curves for second-line 

are not modelled by specific treatment; instead an aggregated PFS curve was used to derive the transitions from 

progression-free to post-progression health states during second-line. To derive the aggregated PFS curve for second-

line treatment, first a weighted average of the median PFS of the second-line treatments was derived by weighting the 

individual median PFS of each second-line treatment option by its corresponding market share. Then, the weighted 

average of the median PFS was used to derive an exponential curve that was used in the model to drive the transitions 

to progression during second-line.  

Once patients experience progression while receiving second-line treatment, they can receive a third-line treatment. 

However, unlike with second-line treatment, progression is not explicitly modelled for third-line treatment, since no 

additional lines of treatment are modelled (i.e., fourth and subsequent); therefore, only treatment costs are accrued 

while the patient is receiving third-line treatment based on the duration for this line of treatment. 

8.1.1.3 Overall Survival 

A single OS curve was used to model mortality for patients starting on each induction treatment, i.e. determining the 

proportion of patients dying over the time horizon. The impact of ASCT (or the lack of it) on survival was assumed to be 

implicit in the OS curve. The effect of consolidation, maintenance and subsequent lines of treatment (i.e., second- and 

third-line treatment) on survival was assumed to be captured by the same OS curve. 

A background mortality curve was also included in the model to represent the mortality of the general Danish 

population.(154) This background mortality is used as a cap on the survival estimates coming from the trial data, to 

avoid patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT and are receiving treatment having lower rates of death than the 

general population. 

8.1.1.4 Treatment Duration 

For the induction and consolidation regimens, the treatment duration was captured explicitly according to each 

regimen’s clinical protocol, and it was used to determine the timing of transitions between treatment phases. In addition 

to the treatment duration per clinical protocol, the model utilizes the median treatment duration reported in clinical 

trials to accrue the treatment-related costs during each treatment phase. The median treatment duration is used to 

derive an exponential curve that was used in the model to drive the treatment discontinuation. 
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Progression-free 

survival (PFS) 

The results for the PFS are 

presented in section 19.2.1. The 

PFS from CASSIOPEIA shows a 

clear increasing separation 

between patients receiving DVTd 

versus VTd as induction and 

consolidation treatment.  

 

For DVTd and VTd; Joint Weibull 

distribution with treatment as predictor 

(CASSIOPEIA) presented in section 

19.2.1.1. For VCd and VRd HR vs. VTd 

(CASSIOPEIA) from MAIC base case 

(Table 7) 

For second line and third line 

treatments the PFS are presented in 

Table 173 and Table 174 

Refer to section 19.2 to see 

how the PFS curve has been 

modeled. 

Second and Third line PFS 

was collected from clinical 

trials. 

Treatment 

duration  

Results are presented in 19.3. 

Observed TTD from CASSIOPEIA. 

Median treatment duration for 

VCd and VRd. 

For second line and third line 

treatments the median treatment 

duration is presented in Table 173 

and Table 174 

For DVTd and VTd; Observed TTD 

(CASSIOPEIA) (Table 136 and Table 

137). For VCd and VRd; Median 

treatment duration (Table 135) 

For second line and third line 

treatments the median treatment 

duration is presented in Table 173 and 

Table 174. Median treatment duration 

is used in the base case.  

Refer to section 8.3.1.1 to 

see how treatment duration 

was modeled. 

Second and Third line PFS 

was collected from clinical 

trials. 

Adverse Events  

Refer to section 8.4.3 and 8.5.4 

where AEs in the clinical trials are 

described. 

Refer to section 8.2.2.5 for the included 

AE and Table 35 the disutilities. 

Based on reported AEs from 

clinical trials and disutilities 

primarily based on previous 

NICE evaluations 

Utilities 

Induction 0.752 0.752 The utility values were 

derived from an analysis of 

EuroQoL Five-Dimension 

Five-Level (EQ-5D-5L) data 

from the CASSIOPEIA trial. 

Danish population weights 

applied to estimate health-

state utility values (refer to 

Appendix J Utility Data 

Analysis) 

ASCT* 0.752 0.752 

Consolidation 0.810 0.810 

Maintenance 0.835 0.835 

Post-Progression 0.784 0.784 

Abbreviations: AE = adverse event; EQ-5D-5L = EuroQoL Five-Dimension Five-Level; TTD = time-to-treatment-discontinuation; ASCT = autologous 
stem cell transplant; DVTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; VCd = bortezomib, cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone; VTd 
= bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; VRd = bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone; MAIC = Matching-Adjusted Indirect Comparison; HR 
= Hazard ratio; OS = Overall survival; PFS = Progression-free survival. 
*Assumed same as induction 

 

8.2.2 Relationship between the clinical documentation, data used in the model and Danish clinical practice  

8.2.2.1 Patient population 

 

The Danish patient population:  
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Length of treatment 

CASSIOPEIA Clinical Study 

Report(7), EMA SmPC 

Darzalex(1), refer to 

Appendix O – The patient 

population, the 

intervention and choice of 

comparators(s), Table 168. 

Same as in clinical 

documentation 

Expected to be 

similar in Danish 

clinical practice 

The comparator’s 

position in the Danish 

clinical practice 

First-line treatment  First-line treatment  

Expected to be 

similar in Danish 

clinical practice 

VCd Posology GMMG-MM5(139, 140), 

refer to Appendix O – The 

patient population, the 

intervention and choice of 

comparators(s), Table 168. 

Same as in clinical 

documentation 

Expected to be 

similar in Danish 

clinical practice Length of treatment 

The comparator’s 

position in the Danish 

clinical practice 

First-line treatment  First-line treatment  

First-line treatment 

as described by the 

Medicines Council. 

VRd Posology IFM 2009(123), refer to 

Appendix O – The patient 

population, the 

intervention and choice of 

comparators(s), Table 168. 

Same as in clinical 

documentation 

Expected to be 

similar in Danish 

clinical practice Length of treatment 

The comparator’s 

position in the Danish 

clinical practice 

First-line treatment  First-line treatment  First-line treatment 

as described by the 

Medicines Council. 

Abbreviations: EMA = European Medicines Agency; DVTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; VCd = bortezomib, 
cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone; VRd = bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; SmPC = 
Summary of Product Characteristics 
 

8.2.2.4 Relative efficacy outcomes 

 

The relative efficacy outcomes in the submitted clinical documentation: 
The relative efficacy outcomes are summarized in section 7 (Table 7). A head to head trial is available for DVTd vs. 

VTd(12) and efficacy results for DVTd/VTd compared to VCd and VRd have been estimated via indirect comparisons. 

Efficacy results for the included trials were OS, PFS and TTD. 

 

Relevance of the documentation for Danish clinical practice: 
The clinical documentation are relevant to the Danish population as it presents efficacy results for the proposed 

treatment in Denmark using relevant efficacy measures (refer to section 5.1, Effect on MM and relevance of endpoints). 

 

The relative efficacy outcomes in the submitted health economic analysis: 
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8.3.1.1 Treatment Duration 

Treatment duration is a key driver of costs, and thus cost-effectiveness. In the model, stopping treatment affects only 

cost-outcomes and not efficacy-outcomes, which are determined by PFS/OS.  

8.3.1.1.1 Treatment Duration During Induction and Consolidation 

Induction and consolidation treatment costs are accrued according to the predicted duration of induction and 

consolidation treatment based on TTD. For DVTd and VTd, it is possible to select whether to use the median treatment 

duration from CASSIOPEIA or the actual observed percentage of patients who continued receiving treatment over time 

from the trial (i.e., the observed TTD). When using the median treatment duration, the TTD curve is modelled based on 

the median treatment duration of the induction and consolidation treatments (refer to Appendix G – Extrapolation, 

section 19.3, Table 135). In this approach, the TTD curves are exponential (i.e., assuming a constant rate of treatment 

discontinuation) and match the median treatment duration reported in the corresponding trials (using the equation 

below). 

𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
−ln (0.5)

𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠)
 

The model calculations ensure that, irrespective of the approach selected to model TTD, the TTD curve is never above 

the PFS curve; patients are assumed to discontinue their current treatment when progression occurs and they switch 

to the next line of treatment. Discontinuing treatment does not mean that patients switch to second-line treatment. 

Patients switch from first- to second-line treatment only when disease progression occurs, based on PFS. 

In addition, induction and consolidation treatments have a fixed duration per the clinical trial protocols (i.e., the duration 

of the induction and consolidation phases in the clinical trials), which also caps the TTD for each treatment, irrespective 

of the approach selected to model TTD. 

8.3.1.1.2 Observed TTD – DVTd and VTd 

Instead of using the median treatment duration, TTD for DVTd and VTd can be modelled based on the observed 

percentage of patients who continued receiving treatment over time during induction and consolidation in CASSIOPEIA 

(i.e., the observed TTD).(12) The observed TTD for DVTd and VTd are shown in Appendix G – Extrapolation, section 19.3, 

Table 136 and Table 137 for induction and consolidation treatment phases, respectively. When the observed TTD is 

used, the proportion of patients who remain on treatment is given directly by the observed data in (Table 136 and Table 

137). In the base case analysis, observed TTD is used for DVTd and VTd since this is available, while  the median 

treatment duration is used for the VCd and VRd as data on actual TTD in respective trial is not published. The impact of 

using the median treatment duration for DVTd and VTd instead of observed TTD are shown in scenario analysis. The 

advantage of using the median treatment duration for DVTd and VTd is the comparability with the other comparators, 

where the median treatment duration reported from their respective clinical trial is used (VCd and VRd).  

8.3.1.1.3 Treatment Duration during Maintenance 

Maintenance treatment costs are accrued according to the predicted duration of maintenance treatment based on one 

of two approaches.  

• Median treatment duration: In this approach (used in the base case for lenalidomide maintenance 
treatment), the TTD curves are exponential (i.e., with a constant rate of treatment discontinuation). This 
approach is not available for observation in maintenance, as patients on observation are not receiving 
treatment. 

• Treat to Progression: In this approach, treatment discontinuation is not modelled for maintenance 
treatment. The duration of treatment is determined by the PFS assigned from the beginning of the 
model according to the treatment that patients received at the start of the induction phase. 
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8.5.1 Drug Acquisition Costs 

Drug acquisition costs for the different treatment options included in the model, including induction and consolidation, 

second- and third-line treatments, are shown in Table 37. The model utilizes daratumumab subcutaneous formulation 

across the daratumumab indications.   
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combination with bortezomib, melphalan and prednisolone (DVMP).(171) Despite two different patient 

populations (transplant eligible (DVTd) and transplant ineligible (DVMP)), the subsequent treatment mix is likely 

to be transferable to the transplant eligible setting to inform the expected market shares. However, some key 

differences exists when evaluating the subsequent treatments. In the transplant ineligible setting, according to 

label, VRd is administered to progression which is not the case in the transplant eligible setting. In addition, the 

subsequent treatment mix is expected to be impacted by whether the patient will receive lenalidomide 

maintenance treatment or not. To inform the final treatment mix in the model, a weighted average approach is 

applied to account for the patients that are expected to receive observation (30%) and the patients that are 

expected to receive lenalidomide maintenance (70%) after being treated with either DVTd, VCd, VTd or VRd. 

This is done to account for the differences in the subsequent treatment mix depending on whether lenalidomide 

maintenance treatment have been administered or not.  

Second-line treatment mix 

Second-line subsequent treatment mix for VCd and VTd followed by observation 

After being treated with bortezomib in combination with melphalan and prednisolone (VMP), the MM Expert 

Committee assessed that 80% of patients would receive daratumumab in combination with lenalidomide and 

dexamethasone (DRd), 10% carfilzomib in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone (KRd), 5% 

lenalidomide in combination with dexamethasone (Rd), and 5% elotuzumab in combination with lenalidomide 

and dexamethasone (ERd) in the assessment of DVMP.(171)  

As VCd and VTd in the transplant eligible setting is administered for a fixed treatment duration and both 

regimens contain bortezomib, a similar treatment mix is expected for VCd and VTd as the MM Expert Committee 

assessed for VMP (VMP is a fixed treatment duration regimen and contains bortezomib). The subsequent 

treatment mix provided for DVMP is assessed to be relevant and transferable in a setting where lenalidomide 

maintenance is not used in Danish clinical practice. The above shares provided by the MM Expert Committee in 

the evaluation for DVMP are applied to the patients expected to receive observation (30% of the population). 

For VCd and VTd followed by observation in the transplant eligible setting, this results in the following second-

line treatment mix: 24% DRd (80%*30%), 3% KRd (10%*30%), 1.5% Rd (5%*30%), and 1.5% ERd (5%*30%), 

totaling 30%.  

Second-line subsequent treatment mix for VRd followed by observation 

After being treated with lenalidomide in combination with dexamethasone for 18 cycles (Rd18), the MM Expert 

Committee assessed that 60% of patients would receive DRd, 30% daratumumab in combination with 

bortezomib and dexamethasone (DVd), and 10% would receive Rd in the assessment of DVMP.(171)  

As VRd in the transplant eligible setting is administered for a fixed treatment duration, a similar treatment mix 

is expected as the MM Expert Committee identified for the fixed treatment duration regimen, Rd18 in the 

transplant ineligible setting. The subsequent treatment mix provided for the DVMP evaluation is relevant in a 

setting where lenalidomide maintenance is not used in Danish clinical practice. Hence, the above shares are 

applied to the patients expected to receive observation (30% of the population). For VRd followed by 

observation in the transplant eligible setting, this will result in the following second-line treatment mix: 18% DRd 

(60%*30%), 9% DVd (30%*30%), and 3% Rd (10%*30%), totaling 30%. 

Second-line subsequent treatment mix for VCd, VTd, and VRd followed by lenalidomide maintenance 

For VCd, VTd and VRd, the above assumptions are only applied for the patients that are expected to receive 

observation as maintenance treatment (estimated to be 30% of the patient population). For patients expected 

to receive lenalidomide maintenance (70% of the patient population), additional adjustments are needed. 
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After being treated with VRd in the transplant ineligible setting, the MM Expert Committee assessed that 65% 

of patients would receive DVd, 25% carfilzomib in combination with dexamethasone (Kd), and 10% 

pomalidomide in combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone (PVd) in the assessment of DVMP.(171) 

To adjust for the patients that are expected to receive lenalidomide maintenance, the subsequent treatment 

mix that the MM Expert Committee applied for VRd in the DVMP evaluation for transplant ineligible patients 

were used as lenalidomide is administered to progression in the VRd regimen in the transplant ineligible setting, 

similarly to lenalidomide maintenance in the transplant eligible setting. For VCd, VTd, and VRd followed by 

lenalidomide maintenance, this will result in the following second-line treatment mix: 45.5% DVd (65%*70%), 

17.5% Kd (25%*70%), and 7% PVd (10%*70%), totaling 70%.  

Second-line subsequent treatment mix for DVTd followed by observation 

After being treated with DVMP, the MM Expert Committee assessed that 40% of patients would receive KRd, 

10% Rd, 40% ERd, and 10% ixazomib in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone (IRd). 

The same subsequent treatment mix has been applied for DVTd in the case where lenalidomide maintenance is 

not considered (observation). A similar subsequent treatment mix is expected since lenalidomide is not 

administered in the DVMP and DVTd regimen and both regimens contain bortezomib. This will result in the 

following second-line treatment mix: 12.0% KRd (40%*30%), 3% Rd (10%*30%), 12% ERd (40%*30%), 3% IRd 

(10%*30%), totaling 30%. 

Second-line subsequent treatment mix for DVTd followed by lenalidomide maintenance 

There were no sufficiently comparable data to inform about the expected subsequent treatment mix for DVTd 

followed by lenalidomide maintenance. It is assumed that no lenalidomide regimens are used since it is 

administered during maintenance which is in line with the assumption for the other comparators. It is assumed 

that 40% of patients will receive Kd and 30% will receive PVd. Since PVd has been on the market for some time, 

it is assumed that the regimen is more commonly used than it was the case for the DVMP evaluation. 

Final treatment subsequent treatment mix for VCd, VTd, VRd, and DVTd 

To obtain the final market shares applied in the model (Table 48), the subsequent treatment mix for each 

comparator for observation and lenalidomide was added together.  

 

Third Line treatment mix 

Third-line treatments are also modelled, and the treatment mix is based on the second-line treatment regimen 

administered. There was limited comparative validated data from the MM Expert Committee from previous 

evaluations. The market shares were provided by Janssen to represent expected clinical practice in Denmark. 

For DRd and ERd administered in the second-line setting, it is assumed that 40% will receive Kd, 50% PVd, and 

10% pomalidomide in combination dexamethasone (Pd) subsequently. If ERd is administered in the second-line 

setting, it is unlikely that these patients were eligible for daratumumab. Based on data from the OPTIMISMM 

trial (172), the Medicines Council evaluation (133), as well as increased pomalidomide sales on the Danish 

market, PVd is expected to be strongly preferred over Pd. However, some patients are expected have developed 

peripheral neuropathy due to previous bortezomib treatment, which is the reason for the 10% assigned shares 

to Pd. The relative preference (60% vs. 40%) of pomalidomide vs carfilzomib based treatment is assumed due to 

the advantage of the oral route of administration of pomalidomide vs. the twice weekly intravenous 

administration in a partially frail relapsed/refractory MM population. 

For DVd administered in the second-line setting, it is assumed that 10% will receive Kd, 30% KRd, 30% ERd, 20% 

PVd, and 10% Pd subsequently. Triple combinations have shown to be more efficacious and since these patients 

have not been administered an immunomodulator (IMID) in the second-line setting, triples combinations are 
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Kd 40.0% 10.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%  40.0% 100.0% 0.0%  

KRd 0.0% 30.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%  0.0% 0.0%  0.0%  

ERd 0.0% 30.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%  

PVd 50.0% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 50.0%  0.0% 0.0% 

Pd 10.0% 10.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 10.0%  0.0% 100.0% 

Abbreviations: DRd = daratumumab, lenalidomide, dexamethasone; DVd = daratumumab, bortezomib, dexamethasone; Kd = Carfilzomib, 
dexamethasone; KRd = Carfilzomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone; Rd = lenalidomide, dexamethasone; ERd: Elotuzumab, lenalidomide, 
dexamethasone  PVd=pomalidomide, bortezomib, dexamethason; IRd: Ixazomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone; Pd = Pomalidomide, 
dexamethasone 

 

8.5.8 Other Costs 

8.5.8.1 Terminal Care 

Terminal care costs are relevant since patients will require additional resources shortly before death (end-of-life 

costs). To reflect the resource use, terminal care costs were estimated based on a study from the UK which 

focused on advanced cancers.(173) This study has been used due to a lack of more accurate Danish specific 

tariffs or studies. A difference between resource use in the UK and Denmark are expected, but this study is 

evaluated to be the best estimate and similarities exists between the health care system in the UK and Denmark. 

In addition, this study has been referenced in other evaluations by the Medicines Council. Lastly, the terminal 

care costs are expected to have limited impact on the overall results which is shown in the scenario analyses. 

The mean costs used from the study consists of hospital care and social care (informal care costs and charity 

care have excluded).  

The related UK cost (£ 6083) has been adjusted using relevant purchasing power parities (1.083) followed by use 

of the annual average exchange rate for 2014 (9.251). This cost was then projected using the consumer price 

index without energy (1.070; 2014 January to 2021 January) following the methodology put forward by the 

Medicines Council resulting in a cost of 65,273.71 DKK. 

8.5.8.2 Time consumption  

Time consumption has been calculated for induction-, consolidation-, and post-progression treatment. The 

patient cost for time consumption has been calculated according the Medicines Council guidelines and equals 

179 DKK  per hour.(170)  

The number of visits for administration, and thereby the time spent, is related to the overall treatment regimen. 

Based on the drug dosing schedule (refer to Appendix O – The patient population, the intervention and choice 

of comparators(s), Table 168 and Table 169), the number of visits to the hospital for administration depends on 

which drugs are included in the treatment regimen and at what days these should be administered.  

The time spent on drug administration is different depending on which combination of drugs the patient receive 

at each visit (refer to “days of administration” in the drug dosing schedule, refer to Appendix O – The patient 

population, the intervention and choice of comparators(s), Table 168 and Table 169). In the cost-effectiveness 

model patient cost for time consumption are only included when treatment are administered. Each treatment 

administration visit are assumed to include 30 minutes of waiting time at the hospital, independent on 

treatment regimen. 

The number of times the patients’ needs to go to the hospital for treatment administration has been calculated 

per cycle. It is assumed that the time consumption for patients having regular hematologist visits are reflected 

in the administration visits. The cost of time consumption are only applied to SC or IV administration of drugs. It 

is assumed that the number of patients treated with ASCT is similar across treatments and therefore patients 

costs are excluded.  
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See Table 50 for the time consumption costs for patients included for each treatment regimen. This cost is 

included in the base case. 

8.5.8.3 Transport  

The direct non-medical costs of transportation is added to the model, to account for transportation costs for 

patients who require travel for treatment administration.  

The transportation cost has been calculated for induction-, consolidation-, and post-progression treatment. The 

cost has been calculated according the Medicines Council guidelines and equals the 100 DKK per visit to the 

hospital.(170)  Based on the drug dosing schedule, the number of times the patients’ needs to go to the hospital 

for treatment administration has been calculated per cycle. The cost of transport is the same independent of 

how many drugs that are administered at the same visit.  

This cost is included in the base case. See Table 50 for the transport cost included for each treatment regimen.  
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8.6 Results 

This section present the base case results for DVTd compared to VTd, VCd and VRd in section 8.6.2. Below in Table 51 

an overview of the base case is presented.  

8.6.1 Base case overview 

Table 51  Base case overview 

Comparators VTd 

VCd 

VRd 

Perspective Restricted Societal perspective  

Type of model The model is a partitioned survival model (PSM) 

Time horizon 40 years (life time) 

Discount rates Cost and Health benefits: Year 1-35: 3.5%; Year 36-40: 2.5% 

Mean age, mean BSA, mean weight Mean age 56.6; mean BSA: 1.88; mean weight: 75.67kg 

Induction treatment 

duration 

DVTd Observed TTD (CASSIOPEIA) see Table 136 

VTd  Observed TTD (CASSIOPEIA) see Table 136 

VCd, VRd Median treatment duration (Table 135) 

Parametric function for PFS DVTd Joint Weibull distribution with treatment as predictor 

(CASSIOPEIA), section 19.2.1.1 

VTd  Joint Weibull distribution with treatment as predictor 

(CASSIOPEIA) section 19.2.1.1 

VCd, VRd HR vs. VTd (CASSIOPEIA) from MAIC base case Table 7 

Parametric function for OS DVTd Joint Weibull distribution with treatment as predictor 

(CASSIOPEIA) section 19.1.1.1 

VTd  Joint Weibull distribution with treatment as predictor 

(CASSIOPEIA) section 19.1.1.1 

VCd, VRd HR vs. VTd (CASSIOPEIA) from MAIC base case Table 7 

Treatment line Induction/consolidation treatment 

Consolidation treatment Included 

Maintenance treatment Included 
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Second- and third-line treatment Included, Median treatment duration Table 173 and Table 

174,  

Measurement and valuation of health effects Health-related quality of life measured with EQ-5D-5L in 

CASSIOPEIA(6). Danish population weights were used to 

estimate health-state utility values 

Included costs Drug costs and ASCT costs 

Administration Costs  

Concomitant medications 

Routine monitoring 

Costs of adverse events 

Patient costs 

Terminal care costs 

Dosage of pharmaceutical  See Drug dosing schedule in section 8.5 

Market shares Expected Danish market shares Table 48, Table 49 and Table 

39 

Drug wastage Included 

Relative dose intensity Included 

Abbreviations: DVTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; EQ-5D-5L = EuroQoL Five-Dimension Five-Level questionnaire; HR 
= hazard ratio; MAIC = matching-adjusted indirect comparison; OS = overall survival; PFS = progression-free survival; TTD = time to treatment 
discontinuation; VCd = bortezomib, cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone; VRd = bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone; VTd = bortezomib, 
thalidomide, dexamethasone 

 

8.6.2 Base case results 

Table 52 shows the results for the base case analysis. Patients on DVTd had improved survival compared with all the 

other treatments and spent more time progression-free. Consequently, DVTd was associated with the highest LYs and 

QALYs but also higher costs.   

The primary cost driver for DVTd was costs acquired during the induction/consolidation phase and the costs were 

primarily related to drug acquisition costs of daratumumab. The cost component with the largest savings for DVTd vs. 

comparators were second-line treatment costs which is explained by the subsequent treatment mix expected in Danish 

clinical practice, and also because patients on DVTd induction treatment take longer to switch to subsequent treatment 

lines. Hence, patients on the comparator treatments are switched to other therapies following progression, which 

occurs sooner. 

The base case analysis showed that DVTd yielded better survival outcomes and was associated with longer LYs and 

QALYs vs. other comparators (incremental QALYs for DVTd vs. VTd (+2.75), DVTd vs. VCd (+3.74),  and DVTd vs. VRd 

(+3.66). The ICER for DVTd vs. VTd was 32,979 DKK/QALY, DVTd vs. VCd (79,209 DKK/QALY) and, DVTd vs. VRd (97,701 

DKK/QALY). 
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Figure 14. DSA Results (DVTd vs. VTd) 

 
*Intercept, scale and treatment as predictor were set to lower or upper bound at the same time for Weibull distribution. 
Abbreviations: DSA = deterministic sensitivity analysis; ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; QALY = quality-adjusted life-years; OS = overall 
survival; PFS = progression-free survival; ASCT = autologous stem cell transplant; DVTd/DVTdSC = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, 
dexamethasone; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; DaraSC + Vd = daratumumab, bortezomib, dexamethasone; DaraSC + Rd = 
daratumumab, lenalidomide, dexamethasone; PVd = pomalidomide, bortezomib, dexamethason 
Note: For the scenarios with negative ICER values, cost savings and higher QALYs were observed. In these cases, it should be interpreted as cost-
effective irrespective of the ICER threshold and no numerical interpretation is needed. In case the incremental costs and incremental QALYs were 
both negative (south west quadrant on the cost-effectiveness plane), the ICER was set to the base case as this produces none-interpretable ICERs. 

 

Figure 15. DSA Results (DVTd vs. VCd) 

 
*Intercept, scale and treatment as predictor were set to lower or upper bound at the same time for Weibull distribution. HR for VCd was tested 
based on the lower and upper CI versus VTd. 
Abbreviations: DSA = deterministic sensitivity analysis; ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; QALY = quality-adjusted life-years; OS = overall 
survival; PFS = progression-free survival; HR = hazard ratio; ; DVTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; VTd = bortezomib, 
thalidomide, dexamethasone; DaraSC + Vd = daratumumab, bortezomib, dexamethasone; VCd = bortezomib, cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone. 
Note: For the scenarios with negative ICER values, cost savings and higher QALYs were observed. In these cases, it should be interpreted as cost-
effective irrespective of the ICER threshold and no numerical interpretation is needed. In case the incremental costs and incremental QALYs were 
both negative (south west quadrant on the cost-effectiveness plane), the ICER was set to the base case as this produces none-interpretable ICERs. 
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Figure 16. DSA Results (DVTd vs. VRd) 

 
*Intercept, scale and treatment as predictor were set to lower or upper bound at the same time for Weibull distribution. HR for VRd was tested 
based on the lower and upper CI versus VTd. 
Abbreviations: DSA = deterministic sensitivity analysis; ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; QALY = quality-adjusted life-years; OS = overall 
survival; PFS = progression-free survival; HR = hazard ratio; DVTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; VTd = bortezomib, 
thalidomide, dexamethasone; DaraSC + Vd = daratumumab, bortezomib, dexamethasone; VRd = bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone. 
Note: For the scenarios with negative ICER values, cost savings and higher QALYs were observed. In these cases, it should be interpreted as cost-
effective irrespective of the ICER threshold and no numerical interpretation is needed. In case the incremental costs and incremental QALYs were 
both negative (south west quadrant on the cost-effectiveness plane), the ICER was set to the base case as this produces none-interpretable ICERs. 
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Figure 17. ICERs estimated with different values for the drug price of the intervention 

  
Abbreviations: CE = Cost-effectiveness; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; VCd = 
bortezomib, cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone; VRd = bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone 

8.7.2 Probabilistic sensitivity analyses 

To account for the joint uncertainty of the underlying parameter estimates, a second-order stochastic sensitivity analysis 

(i.e., PSA) was performed. The parameters included in the PSA and how they were varied are shown in the model sheet 

PSA inputs and in Appendix L Probabilistic sensitivity analyses, Table 161. 

The PSA was performed using 1,000 iterations. As the PSA scatter plots demonstrated that a good distribution of the 

clouds were around the mean, 1,000 iterations was seen as the right amount of runs for the PSA. The incremental health 

outcomes in terms of QALYs gained were plotted against the incremental total cost of DVTd vs. VTd, VCd and VRd on 

the cost-effectiveness plane. The results of the PSA are presented in Figure 18 (DVTd vs. VTd), Figure 19 (DVTd vs. VCd), 

Figure 20 (DVTd vs. VRd). Based on the results of 1,000 iterations, DVTd compared with VTd resulted in a mean 

incremental total cost 80,589 DKK, mean incremental QALYs of 2.54 and ICER of 31,782 DKK/QALY. DVTd compared with 

VCd resulted in a mean incremental total cost of DKK 335,127, mean incremental QALYs of 4.00 and ICER of DKK 83,874 

DKK/QALY. DVTd compared with VRd resulted in a mean incremental total cost of 365,611 DKK, mean incremental 

QALYs of 3.73 and ICER of 98,033 DKK/QALY. The average outcomes are displayed in Table 53. Summary statistics for 

each treatment regimen are presented in Appendix L Probabilistic sensitivity analyses, Table 162. 
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Figure 18. PSA Scatter Plot DVTd vs. VTd 

 
Abbreviations: DVTdSC = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; PSA = probabilistic sensitivity analysis; QALY = quality-adjusted 
life-years; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone 

Figure 19. PSA Scatter Plot DVTd vs. VCd 

 
Abbreviations: DVTdSC = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; PSA = probabilistic sensitivity analysis; QALY = quality-adjusted 
life-years; VCd = bortezomib, cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone 
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Figure 21. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve 

 
Abbreviations: CEAC: Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve; DVTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone; VTd = bortezomib, 
thalidomide, dexamethasone; VCd = bortezomib, cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone; VRd = bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone; QALY = 
quality-adjusted life-years;  

 

8.7.3 Scenario Analyses  

In the scenario analyses, specific parametric distributions and values and assumptions for one or more model 

parameters were varied, to further identify potential drivers of the ICER. Table 54 presents the scenarios, the 

justifications for running the scenario, and the corresponding ICER results.  
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8.7.3.1 OS and PFS Curves 

Scenarios 1–7 investigate the impact of changing different assumptions related to the OS and PFS curves. The base case 

assumes that PFS and OS are modelled using a common curve with treatment as a predictor with the Weibull distribution 

selected. Using a common curve assumes that there is evidence that the proportional hazard assumption holds. 

However, as the p-value for the Schoenfeld residual plot is only slightly statistically significant for both PFS and OS, 

proportionality may not hold (section 19.1.1). Therefore, different assumptions on the OS and PFS curves were tested, 

including using different parametric distributions, as well as looking at the impact of using individual curves. The 

importance of doing this is to test the impact of uncertainty in survival settings, as well as looking at any key drivers of 

results. As the OS and PFS data are immature, they are subject to uncertainty in long-term extrapolations. 

In scenario 1, by using Gompertz, there was decreased separation in PFS curves for DVTd and VTd, and much lower PFS 

for both which resulted in an increased post-progression cost which increased the ICERs from the base case. In scenario 

2, the change in OS distribution to Gompertz caused a decreased separation between DVTd and VTd. This resulted in 

lower incremental QALYs. The shorter OS for DVTd and comparators resulted in decreased post-progression costs, 

resulting in a lower ICER vs. VTd and increased ICERs from base case vs. VCd and VRd. Combining both the changes in 

the OS and PFS curves in scenario 3 resulted in decreased separation in both OS and PFS and therefore lower incremental 

QALYs and increased post-progression costs which shifted the ICERs upwards.  

The results of scenarios 4-7 show that using individual PFS and OS parametric distributions for DVTd and VTd from 

CASSIOPEIA in general yielded lower and similar ICERs for most scenarios compared with using joint PFS and OS 

parametric distributions for DVTd and VTd from CASSIOPEIA. The results are primarily driven by the long-term 

extrapolations for OS and PFS (section 19.1.3 and section 19.2.3), as individual distributions result in better survival 

outcomes for DVTd, compared with joint parametric distributions with treatment as predictor. However, the immaturity 

of the data as well as potential violation of the proportional hazards assumption should be considered. For scenario 4, 

independently fitted PFS curves gave more separation between DVTd and VTd resulting in increased incremental 

progression-free QALYS and hence a reduction in ICERs. For scenario 5, using individual Gompertz curves results in lower 

PFS and hence lower progression-free QALYs, but also increased post-progression costs, and the ICERs are only changed 

minorly. For scenario 6, the independently fitted OS curves were similar to the joint Weibull distribution and the ICERs 

only changed minimally. In scenario 7, a different distribution was used for DVTd to VTd, with the resulting OS for VTd 

was much closer to the DVTd curve. This resulted in higher QALYs for comparators but also increased subsequent 

treatments costs for the comparators. The ICERs were decreased vs. VCd and VRd and in the comparison vs VTd a cost-

saving result was obtained.  

 

8.7.3.2 MAIC Reference Curves 

Scenarios 8–9 assess the impact of using different reference curves for the indirect comparisons for OS and PFS. 

Reference curves are used to generate curves for the other comparators not investigated within the CASSIOPEIA trial. 

This is done by applying an HR obtained from the MAIC to either the VTd or DVTd curves from CASSIOPEIA, or the VTd 

curve from the PETHEMA trial, which is based on longer follow-up data than CASSIOPEIA. In the base case, the HRs used 

for VCd and VRd use the VTd curve from CASSIOPEIA as the reference. Using VTd as the reference benefits from the 

greater number of events in the VTd arm, compared with DVTd. However, there is uncertainty around which treatment 

curve should be used as the reference curve to apply the HRs for VCd and VRd, and therefore it is tested if there is any 

impact by using the DVTd arm, or VTd from PETHEMA/GEM as the reference curve. 

Using DVTd as the reference curve for all comparators results in similar ICER vs VTd and slightly lower ICERs vs VCd and 

VRd, as using DVTd curve confers OS benefits to all comparators, however due to the subsequent treatments following 

comparators, the post-progression costs are also impacted. In scenario 9A, using the VTd curve from PETHEMA/GEM 

for comparators results in lower OS for comparators resulting in lower subsequent treatment costs, therefore higher 
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ICERs. Extrapolating all comparators including DVTd via HR to PETHEMA VTd curve (scenario 9b), resulted in lower PFS 

and lower costs and resulted in ICERs that were lower than scenario 9A, but higher than the base case. Scenarios 9A 

and 9B are associated with methodological limitations. There are fewer patients in the VTd curve from the 

PETHEMA/GEM trial, so this causes concern for using this as the reference curve. In addition, as PETHEMA/GEM is not 

the CASSIOPEIA trial, it may not be an appropriate reference curve to use. Using scenario 9B may be problematic as 

DVTd data is available from the trial. 

8.7.3.3 TTD and maintenance distributions 

Scenarios 10–12 assess the impact of different treatment duration assumptions, as well as different maintenance 

treatment distributions.  

There is uncertainty in the true treatment duration for both induction treatment and subsequent lines of treatment in 

clinical practice, as the median duration is only reported in the trial publications for comparators. Scenarios 10–11 test 

the different assumptions related to treatment duration. For scenario 12, in the base case, the maintenance phase 

consists of lenalidomide (70%) and observation (30%) based on the expected DK clinical practice, meaning there are 

drug costs accumulated during this period for the patients receiving lenalidomide. However, since DVTd is a new 

regimen, there is uncertainty related to the proportion of patients that will received lenalidomide maintenance 

subsequently. Scenarios 12 were included to test the impact of an alternative maintenance treatment distribution for 

DVTd. 

In scenario 10, using the median treatment duration for induction and consolidation (for DVTd and VTd) decreased costs 

for DVTd and thus ICERs were reduced. However, this approach may be inappropriate since TTD evidence is available 

from the trial, although this approach is in line with the method for other comparators. Using the median PFS for the 

estimation of the TTD of subsequent treatments resulted in higher ICERs compared with the base case (scenario 11). 

Using a differing maintenance distribution (scenario 12) assumes a less expensive maintenance treatment distribution 

for DVTd in comparison to its comparators, and therefore, this reduced the ICERs. Since daratumumab maintenance is 

not approved by EMA and not used in Danish clinical practice, 50% lenalidomide maintenance treatment was assumed. 

The base case maintenance distribution was kept for VTd, VCd and VRd to allow for following expected clinical practice. 

The subsequent treatment mix was assumed the same as the base case for scenario 12. 

8.7.3.4 Additional Scenarios 

Scenarios 13–23 assessed different time horizons, discounting rates, impact of age, body weight, body surface area, 

different cost input, excluding drug wastage, and the impact of not using consolidation to see the impact of changing 

these model settings on the ICERs. 

When using a 20 and 25-year time horizon (scenario 13 and 14), the long-term QALY benefits are not captured to the 

same degree but drug acquisition costs are mainly captured, and therefore this drives the ICERs up. These scenarios 

were tested even though applying a 40-year time horizon is recommendation to reflect a life-time horizon. For the 

scenario for alternative discount rates from Belgium with different discount rates for costs and health outcomes 

(scenario 15), the ICERs decreased.  Adjustments to age, body weight and body surface area had minimal impact on the 

ICERs (scenario 16, 17, and 18). The scenarios for cost input (19-21) had generally minimal impact the ICERs, except 

adjustments to the cost of hematologist visits which increased the ICERs. Excluding wastage (scenario 22) resulted in 

lower ICERs. Assuming no consolidation treatment across all treatments (scenario 23) resulted in decreased ICERs, but 

it should be noted that efficacy is assumed the same as the base case in this scenario and only consolidation costs are 

impacted. 
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10. Discussion on the submitted documentation  

CASSIOPEIA is a randomized, open-label, active control, parallel group, multicenter phase III study comparing the 

efficacy and safety of DVTd vs VTd in patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT. The study was conducted in line 

with The International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) 

guidelines on Good Clinical Practice (GCP), and applicable regulatory and country-specific requirements. Steps taken to 

ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data included the selection of qualified investigators and appropriate study 

sites, review of protocol procedures with the investigator and study-site personnel before the study, periodic 

monitoring visits by sponsor representatives, and direct transmission of clinical laboratory data from a central laboratory 

into the sponsor’s data base. The study had an open label design because of the difference in mode of administration 

for the trial drugs (daratumumab infusions are administered over a longer duration than bortezomib injections). 

However, the risk for bias was minimized since patients were randomized using a central interactive web response 

system (IWRS). In addition, outcomes were reviewed by an Independent Data Monitoring Committee (IDMC) which 

considered efficacy and safety outcomes to be robust, leading to regulatory approval by EMA. 

CASSIOPEIA enrolled participants generally expected to be representative of NDMM who are eligible for ASCT in 

Denmark. While all patients were recruited outside of the Denmark, all the sites were in countries expected to have 

similar demographics to Denmark (France, Belgium and the Netherlands). Limited real world evidence from Denmark 

exists around patient characteristics and prognostic factors for patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT. However, 

as described in section 15.1.2, based on the evidence available, prognostic factors in the CASSIOPEIA trial compared 

with the Danish patient population, such as age, gender, staging and high risk are evaluated to be comparable.  

The clinical documentation from CASSIOPEIA clearly demonstrated statistically significant differences in favor of DVTd 

over VTd for both PFS and OS across all data-cuts as well as the different types of analyses. These analyses included 

assessing PFS and OS  regardless of 2nd randomization and a per-protocol pre-specified statistical analysis performed 

using the inverse probability weighting (IPW) method to adjust for the second randomisation to mitigate for the 

potential bias caused by study maintenance treatment.  

In the absence of a viable network of studies with sufficient comparability to inform a network-meta analysis, an 

unanchored matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) was performed to compare PFS and OS for DVTd versus 

both VCd and VRd. MAIC analyses based on the CASSIOPEIA have been published by Moreau et al. 2020(8) in a full-text 

article published in a scientific, peer-reviewed journal which is strengthening the basis for the evidence of the indirect 

comparison. Compared to Moreau et al. 2020(8) which was focusing on the 1st data-cut from CASSIOPEIA (median 

follow-up of 18.8 months), the analyses conducted in the application has incorporated 2nd data-cut with a median 

follow-up of 29.2 months for CASSIOPEIA. The original as well as the updated MAIC showed that DVTd had significantly 

significant benefits for PFS and OS compared with VCd and VRd.  

The analyses from the MAIC was not without limitations as emphasized in the discussion and limitation section 7.2.3.1 

and 7.3.3.1. A MAIC is the best method to adjust for baseline variables in cases where IPD is only available from one 

treatment arm. However, it effectively assumes that absolute outcomes can be predicted from the covariates (baseline 

variables).(130). The OS results should be interpreted with some caution due to the immaturity of OS data in 

CASSIOPEIA. A more stringent assessment method (strict computerized algorithm) was used in CASSIOPEIA for 

progressive disease assessment, which could potentially favor comparators by underestimating the treatment effect 

observed in CASSIOPEIA. It was not feasible to adjust for differences in the post-induction treatment schema, which 

involved receipt of a second ASCT and different maintenance therapies (daratumumab vs. lenalidomide) between the 

trials in the MAIC. Therefore, the results of the analysis reflect a comparison of the overall treatment schema of the 

trials rather than a comparison of the induction therapies alone. Finally, there is a possibility for residual bias due to 
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unaccounted prognostic factors or effect modifiers, differences in trial designs and inclusion criteria and differences in 

post-induction therapy treatment schema and maintenance regimens.  

Nevertheless, in the absence of patient level data for both studies, MAIC is the best method to derive indirect evidence 

between regimens. In addition, it should be noted that MM Expert Committee did not conclude that there was an 

efficacy difference between VTd, VCd, and VRd (other than better response for VTd)(3) which means that we may expect 

similar findings if DVTd had been compared directly with VCd and VRd in a head-to-head trial. Therefore, from a naïve 

perspective, the results from the CASSIOPEIA trial are also indicative for the other comparators. Lastly, the results of 

MAIC conducted between VTd and VCd and VRd similarly did not show significant differences between the regimens.  

A three-health state-transition cohort model structure, accepted by health technology assessment bodies and 

commonly used in peer-reviewed publications for the target indication of this analysis, was selected to follow patients 

from an initial line of treatment after diagnosis into later lines until death. The model was implemented through a 

partitioned survival approach, which was based on the use of independent progression-free survival (PFS) by treatment 

line and overall survival (OS) curves. The model was developed based on the clinical and treatment pathways for patients 

with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT; consideration of key clinical aspects (PFS, OS, treatment duration) that affect 

clinical outcomes, costs and treatment decisions. The cost-effectiveness of DVTd was evaluated compared with VTd, 

VCd and VRd using the best available clinical and economic evidence and local Danish data inputs were applied when 

available. The model incorporates utility values to each health state in the model to capture the quality of life associated 

with treatment and disease outcomes. The utility values were derived from an analysis of EQ-5D-5L which is the 

preferred instrument by the Medicines Council where data originated from the CASSIOPEIA trial. In addition, preference 

weights based on the general Danish population was applied.(175) There were uncertainty related to some of the input 

in the model. However, deterministic sensitivity analyses, probabilistic sensitivity analyses, and scenario analyses were 

used to test the influence of the uncertainty of the model parameters on the model’s results. 
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Figure 23 PRISMA Flow Diagram (1st update, 04 May 2020) 

 
Abbreviations: RCT = Randomized controlled trial. 
*The clinical study report included in the initial SLR was published in 2019 and captured by this update. Therefore, the actual number of new studies 
identified is 23. 

 

Figure 24 PRISMA Flow Diagram (2nd update, 02 Nov 2020) 
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13.5 Quality assessment 

This SLR strictly followed NICE guidelines which is also in line with the guidelines from the Medicines Council. One of 

the strengths of this review was that a comprehensive list of treatment specific endpoints has been extracted from the 

available studies i.e. OS, PFS, response outcomes, discontinuation due to AEs and any reported adverse events. In 

addition, all available data sources were reviewed to obtain as much information as possible for the trials.  

This review study has a few limitations. The lack of long-term follow-up, even though not the case for most trials, was 

prominent in some trials. Another limitation is that data from a number of conference abstracts were included in this 

review instead of respective full-text publications, even though every lead author of all relevant conference abstracts 

was contacted for availability of full-text publication. Finally, the diversity of analyzed treatments in the trials limits 

comparability of trial results. 

 

13.6 Unpublished data  

The majority of the documentation of clinical effect and safety are derived from full-text articles published in scientific-

peer-reviewed journals and EPARs as preferred by the Medicines Council. Certain unpublished data has been included 

as it is assessed to be scientifically reasonable and supporting the evidence base. The unpublished data primarily consists 

of data with longer follow-up periods as well as supporting data that has been requested by the Expert Committee. The 

methods applied for the unpublished data follows published sources. 
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15.1.2 Comparability of the study populations with Danish patients eligible for treatment 

Due to limited real world evidence data available for patients with NDMM who are eligible for ASCT in Denmark, only 

selected prognostic factors are available from publications, specifically focusing on transplant eligible patients. Below 

are the reported prognostic factors, such as patients fitness (age) and disease biology (ISS stage and risk status) 

representing the Danish transplant eligible patient population described (refer to Table 166 and Table 167 in Appendix 

O – The patient population, the intervention and choice of comparators(s).(62) 

Helm-Petersen et al. 2018, reported prognostic factors in 575 multiple myeloma patients treated with autologous 

hematopoietic bone marrow transplantation (HDM-ASCT) between 2005 and 2014 at one of the four participating 

Danish centers (Odense, Roskilde, Herlev and Rigshospitalet) and registered in the population-based Danish Multiple 

Myeloma Registry.(62) This study population has been used to compare to the DVTd arm in the CASSIOPEIA study.  

Gender & Age 
In the CASSIOPEIA study, median age in the DVTd arm was 59 years (22-65), where Helm-Petersen et al, reported a 

median age of 60 years for patients at diagnosis (30-72). The study population in the CASSIOPEIA study aligns well with 

patients treated in Danish clinical practice reported by Helm-Petersen et al. 2018. 

In addition, comparing gender across the study and danish patient population, gender is comparable with 58.2% males 

and 41.8% females in the DVTd arm of the CASSIOPEIA study versus 57% males and 43% females reported in the Danish 

patient population. 

Cytogenetic risk 
The Danish patient population included 39% of patients with ISS stage I compared to 38% in the DVTd arm of the 

CASSIOPEIA study. Patients defined with ISS stage II accounted for 36% of patients and 47% of patients respectively, and 

for ISS stage III 26% of patients in the Danish patient population compared to 15% in the DVTd arm in the CASSIOPEIA 

study. The described ISS stage ranges across the two populations, shows comparable numbers for ISS stage I, however 

there are differences in stage II and stage III, with more patients defined as ISS stage II in the study population versus 

the Danish patient population and more patients in the Danish patient population with ISS stage III.  

Although there are fewer patients included in stage III group in the CASSIOPEIA study compared to the Danish patient 

population, there are more patients included in ISS stage II in the study population and in addition taking into account 

high risk status between the two populations were similar, it makes the transferability of results between the two 

studies to Danish clinical practice possible.  

In the Danish patient population, High risk myeloma (HR1) was defined as the presence of t(4;14), t(14;16) or loss of 

17p (positive cut-off levels for a cytogenetic aberration was 10%). In addition, the same high risk markers and additional 

markers were used to define patients as High Risk 2 (HR2). In the CASSIOPEIA study, cytogenetic risk status was defined 

as the presence (or absence of standard risk) of del17p (≥50% abnormal cells) or t[4;14] (≥30% abnormal cells) 

cytogenetic abnormalities.  

For this comparison, we have used HR1 from the Danish patient population to the CASSIOPEIA study high risk group as 

the two high risk markers t(4;14) and del17p are screened for in both populations. The inclusion of an additional marker 

such as t(14;16), and lower threshold of positive cut-off levels in the Danish patient population would allow for including 

additional patients which would be the main difference in high risk inclusion between the two populations.  

In the DVTd arm in the CASSIOPEIA study 82 out of 542 patients (15%) were defined as high risk, according to above 

classification. In the Danish patient population, 142 patients of 575 ASCT treated patients with available cytogentic 

profile, reported 25 patients (17.6%) as HR1. The high risk groups in the study and Danish patient populations are 

therefore deemed comparable and transferable to Danish clinical practise.  

In conclusion, prognostic factors in the CASSIOPEIA study compared with the Danish patient population, such as age, 

gender, staging and high risk are evaluated to be comparable.  
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t(4;14) translocation 

 

 

 

Normal 450 (82.9) 450 (83.0) 231 (66) 

Abnormal 51 (9.4) 53 (9.8) 28 (8) 

Testing not done 42 (7.7) 39 (7.2) 91 (26) 

17p deletion      

Normal 459 (84.5) 464 (85.6) 242 (69.1) 

Abnormal 42 (7.7) 39 (7.2) 16 (4.6) 

Testing not done 42 (7.7) 39 (7.2) 92 (26.3) 

t(14;16) translocation     

Normal NA NA 252 (72) 

Abnormal NA NA 6 (1.7) 

Testing not done NA NA 92 (26.3) 
Abbreviations: ASCT = autologous stem cell transplant; DVTd= daratumumab plus bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone; IgG = 
Immunoglobulin G; NA = Not available; ISS = International Staging System; NR = not reported; VTd = bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone; 
VRd = bortezomib, lenalidomide, and dexamethasone 

 

15.3.2 Comparability of the study populations with Danish patients eligible for treatment 

The DVTd study population is assessed to be comparable with the Danish patients eligible for treatment as described in 

Appendix C Baseline characteristics of patients in studies used for the comparative analysis of efficacy and safety (DVTd 

vs. VTd), Comparability of the study populations with Danish patients eligible for treatment.  The study population in 

IFM 2009 (VRd + ASCT arm) appear similar in most baseline characteristics compared to the DVTd study population and 

is therefore also considered comparable to the Danish patients eligible for treatment before and after the MAIC 

adjustments. Subjects in both studies had previously untreated, documented, and measurable multiple myeloma. 

Baseline disease characteristics (i.e., age, sex, myeloma subtype, International Staging System [ISS], and cytogenetic 

abnormalities) were also comparable between studies (Table 79).
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Discontinuation 

due to AEs 
VRd 350 9% 

Toxicities were graded according 

to the National Cancer Institute 

Common Toxicity Criteria of 

Adverse Events (version 4.0). 
Grade 3/4 AEs VRd + ASCT 350 97.1% 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

VRd 350 83.4% 
Abbreviations: AE = Adverse event; ASCT = Autologous stem cell transplant; CI = Confidence interval; IFM = Intergroupe Francophone du Myelome; NA = Not applicable; NR = Not reported; OS = Overall survival; PFS = 
Progression-free survival; VRd = Bortezomib + lenalidomide + dexamethasone 
Note: AEs collected most likely throughout induction, ASCT, consolidation and maintenance Treatment Phase.  
The median duration of follow-up after randomization was 44 months in the VRd-alone group and 43 months in the VRd + ASCT group 
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Base case 
analysis 

0.77 0.40-1.47 0.43 
The relative effect was quantified as a hazard ratio 
(HR) with a 95% CI. The adjusted HR was obtained 
using a weighted Cox regression analysis with a 
robust sandwich estimator for calculation of the 
standard errors. 

Yes 

Sensitivity 
analysis 

0.93 0.41-2.10 0.869‡ No 

Abbreviations: CI = Confidence interval; HR = Hazard ratio; VCd = Bortezomib + cyclophosphamide + dexamethasone; VCd-LEN-2Y = Bortezomib + 
cyclophosphamide + dexamethasone (VCd) followed by lenalidomide consolidation and lenalidomide maintenance for 2 years; VTd = bortezomib, 
thalidomide and dexamethasone; DVTd = daratumumab, bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone. 
Note: median follow-up time for CASSIOPEIA is 29.2 months in base case analysis, and 18.8 months in the sensitivity analysis 
‡Noninferior: identified as HR of 1.333 for PFS and 1.298 for OS.(8) 

 

18.2.1 Statistical methods 

The MAIC analysis followed the method described by Signorovitch et al. 2012(138) and guidelines from NICE.(276) This 

process involved the following three key steps: 

• Deriving balancing weights and applying them to estimate the average baseline characteristics that match the 

published aggregate characteristics of the comparator populations  

• Comparing adjusted outcomes for CASSIOPEIA vs. GMMG-MM5(121, 139) 

• Quantifying the relative treatment effect of CASSIOPEIA vs. GMMG-MM5(121, 139) across balanced study 

populations  

Details of these steps are described below. 

Deriving Balancing Weights 
A propensity score-type logistic regression equation was used to estimate weights; this equation predicts whether a 

given type of patient originates from the index trial or the comparator trial as a function of baseline characteristics. 

More specifically, weights were given by the odds calculated as 𝑤𝑖 = 𝑒𝑥 𝑝(𝛼 + 𝑥𝑖
′𝛽), where 𝑥𝑖

′ is the vector of baseline 

variables included for matching. The 𝛽 coefficients were determined by the method of moments rather than the 

maximum likelihood (as is usually the case) because only aggregate data for the x’s are available for the competitor 

populations.(138, 146)  

Once the coefficients were estimated, the equation was applied to the patients from the CASSIOPEIA trial to calculate 

the individual patient weights. The weights were then used to calculate the effective sample size (ESS) achieved after 

weighting patients. The ESS was calculated by (∑𝑤𝑖)
2 (∑ 𝑤𝑖

2 )⁄ . If the populations were perfectly balanced before 

adjustment, all patients would have 𝑤𝑖 = 1 and the ESS would equal the original size of the index population. 

Adjustment for population differences assigns patients uneven weights, leading to the inevitable loss of ESS. A low ESS 

indicates an irregular distribution of weights across patients, meaning that only a small fraction of patients drives the 

treatment effect. To account for an increased uncertainty caused by the reduction in ESS in the analyses, the weights 

were normalized by dividing each 𝑤𝑖 by their sum (∑𝑤𝑖) and then multiplying by the ESS. The sum of the normalized 

weights for all patients in CASSIOPEIA equals 1. 

Table 111 presents a summary of the ESS, an average of individual weights, and the distribution of individual (rescaled) 

weights for all MAIC analyses. The ESS is the number of independent non-weighted individuals that would be required 

to give an estimate with the same precision as the weighted sample estimate. Weighting always reduces the effective 

sample size. When the ESS is markedly reduced, or the weights are highly variable, estimates become unstable and 

inferences depend heavily on just a small number of individuals. ESS was reduced from the original sample size by 62% 

for DVTd and 61% for VTd. The rescaled weights were mostly small with some skewness to the right (median of 0.58) 

without presence of very large outliers (range 0.00-9.92) for DVTd (Figure 31) and mostly small with some skewness to 

the right (median of 0.64) without presence of very large outliers (range 0.00-10.01) for VTd (Figure 32) 

Comparing Adjusted Outcomes for CASSIOPEIA vs. VCd 
After the weights were obtained, a pooled dataset was prepared from the CASSIOPEIA data and IPD from the 

comparator treatments. The re-constructed IPD for the comparator treatments were assigned weights of 1, while 

patients from CASSIOPEIA were assigned the normalized weights derived from the MAIC. The adjusted KM CASSIOPEIA 

curves were estimated by a weighted KM analysis and plotted alongside the unadjusted CASSIOPEIA and comparator 
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ISS Stage, % 

     I 

     II 

     III 

 

37.6 

47 

15.5 

 

42.1 

43 

14.9 

 

37.4 

32.7 

29.9 

 

37.4 

32.7 

29.9 

 

37.4 

32.7 

29.9 

LDH (serum), % 

     >ULN 

     Unknown 

 

41.6 

2.8 

 

34.9 

1.7 

 

17.5 

0 

 

17.5 

0 

 

17.5 

0 

Adverse cytogenetics - del17p, % 

     Performed 

     Positive (% performed) 

     Missing 

 

  92.3 

8.4 

7.7 

 

  92.8 

7.8 

7.2 

 

  100 

10.4 

0 

 

  100 

10.4 

0 

 

  100 (222/251) 

10.4 (23/222) 

11.6 (29/251) 

Adverse cytogenetics – t (4;14), % 

     Performed 

     Positive (% performed) 

     Missing 

 

  92.3 

10.2 

7.7 

 

  92.8 

10.5 

7.2 

 

  100 

10 

0 

 

  100 

10 

0 

 

  100 (219/251) 

10.0 (22/219) 

12.7 (32/251) 

Calcium (serum, mmol/L) 

     Median (Min–Max) 

     % above 2.4 

     Missing 

 

  2.4 (0.2-3.6) 

42.5 

1.7 

 

  2.4 (1.8-3.7) 

39.7 

4.1 

 

  2.4 (1.8-3.4) 

50 

0 

 

  2.4 (1.8-3.7) 

50 

0 

 

  2.4 (1.7-5.4) 

50 

0 

Creatinine (serum, mg/dL) 

     Median (Min–Max) 

     % above 1.0 

 

0.8 (0.1-2.4) 

23 

 

0.8 (0.1-2.7) 

27.5 

 

1.0 (0.4-2.4) 

50 

 

1.0 (0.4-2.7) 

50 

 

1.0 (0.4-11.3) 

50 

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 

     Median (Min–Max) 

 

     % above 10.7 

 

11.1 (7.0-16.1) 

 

58.9 

 

11.5 (5.9-17.0) 

 

65.7 

 

10.6 (7.1-16.1) 

 
50 

 

10.7 (7.9-16.0) 

 

50 

 

10.7 (6.0-16.3) 

 

50 

Platelets (per nL) 

     Median (Min–Max) 

 

     % above 240 

 

241.0 (49.0-
999.0) 

50.6 

 

250 (22-584) 

 

55.9 

 

238.0 (49.0-
525.0) 

50 

 

239 (70-519) 

 

50 

 

240 (22-533) 

 

50 
Abbreviations: DVTd = Daratumumab + Bortezomib + Thalidomide + Dexamethasone; ISS = International Staging System; VTd = Bortezomib + 
Thalidomide + Dexamethasone; VCd-LEN-2Y = bortezomib, cyclophosphamide and dexamethasone + lenalidomide maintenance for 2 years; ECOG = 
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; WHO = World Health Organization; LDH = Lactic acid dehydrogenase; LCD = light-chain disease 
ǂ Source: Baseline characteristics for the VCd arm were extracted from Mai et al. 2015. 
*There is a small discrepancy between the 1st and the 2nd data-cut for VTd. The discrepancy is due to the fact that one patient had different baseline 
creatine value in for the 2nd data-cut in the VTd arm. This affected the derivation of renal insufficiency, the final ESS and the proportions before and 
after of other unmatched characteristics such as anemia. For the variable renal insufficiency (creatinine >177 µmol/L):  1st  data-cut 0.2% before 
matching and 0.2%  after matching vs. 0.4% before matching and 0.4% after matching for the 2nd data-cut. For the variable  anemia (Hb <10 g/dL or 
2 g/dL <normal): 1st data-cut 50.6% after matching and 50.5% after matching for the 2nd data-cut. However, this is only related to VTd.  
Excluded from MAIC analysis: Anemia was excluded from the base case MAIC due to lack of overlap (or similarity) in the reported values between 
GMMG-MM5 and CASSIOPEIA, resulting in substantial effective sample size (ESS) reduction (51% for DVTd and 50% for VTd) after matching. Based 
on clinical feedback, it was determined that anemia was not a critical aspect of prognosis compared to other factors and could be excluded from the 
base case analysis; mean hemoglobin concentration and platelet count were adjusted instead. Beta-2 macroglobulin was not reported in primary 
publication, so not matched in MAIC analysis 
Of note, as there was only 1 patient in each arm in CASSIOPEIA with renal insufficiency, this baseline characteristic could not be adjusted for. 
Differences in LDH between the two studies also posed a concern about potential substantial ESS reductions. LDH was based on local lab in 
CASSIOPEIA, whereas in GMMG-MM5(121, 139), it was not reported. There is no uniform upper limit of normal (ULN) for LDH. However, based on 
clinical feedback, it was determined that LDH was an important prognostic factor and should be included in the matching model. 

18.2.2.1 PFS for DVTd/VTd Before and After Adjustment vs. VCd 

For DVTd vs. VCd-LEN-2Y, there was a statistically significant difference in PFS before and after matching in the analysis 

(Figure 27). For VTd vs. VCd-LEN-2Y, there was no statistically significant difference in PFS before and after matching in 

the analysis (Figure 28).  

Table 104 presents a summary of the PFS HR point estimates before and after adjustment for DVTd/VTd vs VCd-LEN-2Y. 
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Figure 27. PFS for DVTd before and after Adjustment vs. VCd-LEN-2Y 

  

Abbreviations: DVTd = Daratumumab + bortezomib + thalidomide + dexamethasone; INV PFS =Investigator Progression Free Survival; VCd-LEN-2Y = 
Bortezomib + cyclophosphamide + dexamethasone (VCd) followed by lenalidomide consolidation and lenalidomide maintenance for 2 years  

Figure 28. PFS for VTd before and after Adjustment vs. VCd-LEN-2Y 

 

Abbreviations: INV PFS =Investigator Progression Free Survival; VCd-LEN-2Y = Bortezomib + cyclophosphamide + dexamethasone (VCd) followed by 
lenalidomide consolidation and lenalidomide maintenance for 2 years; VTd = Bortezomib + thalidomide + dexamethasone  
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18.2.3 Supplementary MAIC information (DVTd/VTd vs. VCd) 

Figure 31. DVTd vs VCd-LEN-2Y Effective Sample Size and Rescaled Weight (RW) Distribution 

 

Abbreviations: DVTd = Daratumumab + Bortezomib + Thalidomide + Dexamethasone; VCd-LEN-2Y = bortezomib, cyclophosphamide and 
dexamethasone + lenalidomide maintenance for 2 years;  

Figure 32. VTd vs VCd-LEN-2Y Effective Sample Size and Rescaled Weight (RW) Distribution 

 

Abbreviations: VTd = Bortezomib + Thalidomide + Dexamethasone; VCd-LEN-2Y = bortezomib, cyclophosphamide and dexamethasone + 
lenalidomide maintenance for 2 years;  
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ISS stage, n (%) 

    I 

    II 

    III 

 

37.6 

47.0 

15.4 

 

42.1 

43.0 

14.9 

 

33.7 

48.9 

17.4 

 

33.7 

48.9 

17.4 

 

33.7 

48.9 

17.4 

Myeloma type, % 

     IgG 

    Others 

 

64.6  

35.4  

 

61.4 

38.6 

 

63.7 

36.3 

 

63.7 

36.3 

 

63.7 

36.3 

DVTd: Daratumumab + Bortezomib + Thalidomide + Dexamethasone; ESS: effective sample size; IFM: Intergroupe Francophone du Myélome; IgG: 
immunoglobulin G; ISS: International Staging System; MAIC = Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; VRd: bortezomib, lenalidomide and 
dexamethasone; VTd: bortezomib + thalidomide + dexamethasone 
Not reported in primary publication, so not matched in MAIC analysis: ECOG/WHO performance status, Hemoglobin level, Platelets level, Calcium 
level, Calcium elevation (> 2.65 mmol/L), Bone disease (lytic lesions), Creatinine level, Renal insufficiency (creatinine > 177 μmol/L), Anemia, LDH 
level, Beta-2 macroglobulin 
Excluded from MAIC analysis: cytogenetic abnormalities. Cytogenetic abnormalities were excluded from the primary analysis for two reasons: 1. 
t(14;16) translocation was not tested for in CASSIOPEIA but tested for in IFM 2009; 2: Relatively more patients in the IFM 2009 were not tested for 
cytogenetic abnormalities compared to CASSIOPEIA. In the IFM 2009 study, 26.0% of patients were not tested for t(4;14) translocation and 26.3% 
were not tested for 17p deletion. In CASSIOPEIA, 7.7% and 7.2% of patients were not tested for both t(4;14) translocation and 17p deletion in the 
DVTd + ASCT and VTd + ASCT arms, respectively. 
 

18.3.2.1 PFS for DVTd/VTd Before and After Adjustment vs VRd  

For DVTd vs. VRd + ASCT, there was a statistically significant difference in PFS before and after matching in the analysis 

(Figure 33). For VTd vs. VRd + ASCT, there was no statistically significant difference in PFS before and after matching in 

the analysis (Figure 34). Table 109 presents a summary of the PFS HR point estimates before and after adjustment for 

DVTd/VTd vs. VRd + ASCT. 

Figure 33 PFS for DVTd before and after Adjustment vs. VRd 

 

Abbreviations: DVTd = daratumumab + bortezomib + thalidomide + dexamethasone; PFS = Progression-free survival; VRd = Bortezomib + 
lenalidomide + dexamethasone; IFM2009: Reflecting VRd + ASCT arm  
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Figure 35 OS for DVTd before and after Adjustment vs. VRd 

  
Abbreviations: DVTd = daratumumab + bortezomib + thalidomide + dexamethasone; OS = Overall survival; VRd = Bortezomib + lenalidomide + 
dexamethasone; IFM2009: Reflecting VRd + ASCT arm 

 

Figure 36 OS for VTd before and after Adjustment vs. VRd 

 
Abbreviations: VTd = bortezomib + thalidomide + dexamethasone; OS = Overall survival; VRd = Bortezomib + lenalidomide + dexamethasone; 
IFM2009: Reflecting VRd + ASCT arm 
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20. Appendix H – Literature search for HRQoL data 

20.1 Objective of the literature search: 

The SLR aimed to address the following research question: 

• What is the humanistic burden (e.g., HRQoL, utility, caregiver burden) associated with NDMM, particularly in 

transplant-eligible patients? 

20.2 Databases:  

Searches were performed in the following indexed databases on May 2018, May 2020, and November 2020 to identify 

studies published since 1995, as required by most health technology assessment (HTA) bodies (Table 138). 

• MEDLINE and MEDLINE In-Process (via PubMed) 

• Embase (via embase.com) 

• DARE; archive database only (via the Cochrane Library) 

• NHS-EED; archive database only (via the Cochrane Library) 

• EconLit. 

Key proceedings from 2015 were reviewed for relevant abstracts from the following conferences (Table 138). 

• American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) Annual Meetings  

• American Society of Hematology (ASH) Annual Meetings   

• European Hematology Association (EHA) Annual Meetings   

• International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) Biannual International Workshops   

• International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR), Annual International Meetings and 

European Congresses.  

Search of the following HTA bodies to identify relevant humanistic data from technology appraisals (TA) published in 

English were also conducted. Data from HTA documents were used to supplement the findings from the peer-reviewed 

publications and fill any evidence gaps where possible. 

• Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH) 

• Institute of Health Carlos III (ISCIII) 

• Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG) 

• Italian Medicines Agency (AIFA) 

• Haute Autorité de Santé (HAS) 

• National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) 

• Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC) 

• Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC)  
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Figure 62 PRISMA humanistic burden SLR update 2.0 
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After first and second transplant 

Jones 

(2013)(286) 

 

Patients who had received ≤2 

cycles of chemotherapy 

(induction sample) 

n=64 

 

Patients undergoing 

autologous HSCT (transplant 

sample) 

n=68 

Psychometric 

validation 

US Hospital Induction sample: ≤2 

cycles of chemotherapy 

 

Transplant sample:  

High-dose melphalan 

and autologous HSCT 

Method of elicitation: 

MDASI-MM 

Assessment timepoint 

Induction sample: 

Upon enrollment 

End of induction 

 

Transplant sample: 

Pre- autologous HSCT 

7 days post-HSCT 

Etto 

(2011)(289) 

 

Three groups of patients with 

transplant-eligible MM (total 

n=70):  

1. Upon diagnosis group: 

n=29  

2. Post-treatment/pre-ASCT 

group: n=27 (including 9 from 

upon diagnosis group) 

3. D+100 ASCT group: n=14 

(including 12 from upon 

diagnosis group) 

Cross-sectional Brazil Hospital/clinic Groups 2 and 3 

received ASCT  

Method of elicitation: 

SF-36 

EORTC QLQ-C30 

 

Assessment timepoint:  

Three groups assessed at different timepoints:  

Upon diagnosis 

Post-treatment/pre-ASCT  

Day+100 ASCT 

Roussel 

(2020)(290) 

 

NDMM TE population in IFM 

2009 trial; 

604 

RCT 

France, 

Belgium, and 

Switzerland 

NA; details follow 

IFM 2009 trial 
RVd-ASCT 

EORTC QLQ-C30; EORTC QLQ-MY20 administered at 

baseline, during induction, consolidation, and 

maintenance, at the end of treatment, and during follow-

up visits 

Schjesvold 

(2019)(291) 

 

NDMM TE  population in 

TOURMALINE-MM3 trial; 

637 

RCT NA NA Ixazomib 

EORTC QLQ-C30; EORTC QLQ-MY20 

The EORTC QLQ-C30 was administered at screening (study 

days –15 to –1 prior to initiation of protocol therapy), the 

start of every cycle, end of treatment, every 4 weeks until 

start of next line of therapy after progression and twice 

thereafter. 

The EORTC QLQ-MY20 was administered at screening, the 

start of every 3 cycles between cycles 1 and 25, end of 

treatment, every 4 weeks until start of next line of therapy 

after progression and twice thereafter. 

Nielsen 

(2019)(292) 

 

NDMM TE patients with 

treatment-demanding 

disease according to the 

RCT 
NA (author 

affiliation and 
NA 

Clarithromycin + VCD 

induction therapy 

EORTC QLQ-C30, EORTC QLQ-MY20, and FACT/GOG- ntx 

Administered at inclusion, before cyclophosphamide 

priming, and two months after high‐dose therapy 
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International Myeloma 

Working Group (IMWG) 

criteria; 

55 (Clarithromycin group: 25; 

placebo group: 30) 

EC approval in 

Denmark) 

Abonour 

(2018)(293) 

 

NDMM patients enrolled in 

CONNECT MM registry design  

in the USA; 548 received 

ASCT (any maintenance: 244, 

LEN-only 

maintenance therapy: 169; 

no maintenance: 167) 

Real world, 

observational, 

prospective cohort, 

data registry 

USA Clinic 
ASCT + Maintenance 

therapy 

FACT-G, FACT-MM, BPI, EQ-5D 

Administered at study entry and quarterly thereafter until 

death or study discontinuation 

 

Royle 

(2018)(294) 

NDMM TE and TIE patients 

≥18 years from 120 centres in 

the United Kingdom 

between 2003 and 2007 who 

were among the ITT 

population recruited in 

Myeloma IX trial; 

1822 (intensive 

pathway: 1061; non-intensive 

pathway: 758) and for the 

751 

patients at maintenance 

randomisation. 

RCT UK Medical center 

Intensive pathway: 

sodium clodronate or 

zoledronic acid and 

induction 

treatment: 

cyclophosphamide, 

vincristine, doxorubicin 

and dexamethasone 

(CVAD) or 

cyclophosphamide, 

thalidomide and 

dexamethasone (CTD) 

followed 

by autologous stem cell 

transplant (ASCT); 

Non-intenstive 

pathway:  

attenuated CTD or 

melphalan and 

prednisolone (MP) 

EORTC QLQ-C30, EORTC QLQ-MY24. The protocol specified 

four subscales of interest: Pain, 

Fatigue, Global Health Status/Quality of Life and Physical 

Functioning 

Administered at 3, 6 and 12 months and annually 

thereafter 

Gregersen 

(2018)(216) 

 

NDMM TE patients from six 

Danish sites with treatment 

demanding disease 

according to the IMWG 

criteria; 

RCT Denmark NA 
Oral 

clarithromycin 500 mg 

EORTC QLQ-C30, EORTC QLQ-MY20 

Administered at inclusion and after 2 and 6 months 
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58 (36% of the planned study 

population); clarithromycin: 

27; placebo: 31 

Biran 

(2018)(295) 

 

NDMM TE patients receiving 

ASCT; 

28 enrolled in which 22 (79%) 

included in assessment 

Observational, 

longitudinal study 

to compare before-

after 

transplantation 

NA (author 

affilication 

USA) 

Medical center ASCT 
PROMIS, COST 

Administered prior to transplant and 6-months later 

Gupta S 

(2018)(296) 

 

NDMM patients vs. second or 

later regimen (LR) MM 

patients (transplant eligibility 

not defined) 

162 (ND: 83; 51.2%; LR: 79; 

48.8%) 

Observational, 

cross-sectional 

study  

NA (author 

affiliation in 

USA) 

NA NR 

WPAI, FACT-MM, and MM-specific questions 

 

Not mentioned (one time off completion) 

Wagner I 

(2018)(297) 

 

NDMM patients in the 

connect® mm registry; 

3011 

 

Transplant eligibility not 

defined 

Real world, 

observational, 

prospective cohort, 

data registry 

NA 

(author 

affiliation in 

USA) 

NA NR 

FACT-MM TOI, FACT-MM subscale, EQ-5D and a fatigue 

item 

Assessed at baseline and quarterly until progressive 

disease, discontinuation or death at baseline and quarterly 

until progressive disease, discontinuation 

or death 

 

Mian 

(2019)(298) 

 

Consecutive 

NDMM patients aged 65 and 

older 

40; 

19 patients as SCT eligible 

and 21 patients as ineligible 

for 

SCT 

Real world, 

observational, 

prospective cohort 

NA 

(author 

affiliation in 

USA) 

Medical 

institution 

High dose therapy with 

SCT 

FACT-G, FACTt/GOG-Ntx 

Administered at baseline and 6-month follow up 

Rifkin 

(2020)(299) 

  

NDMM patients; 188 
Cross-sectional 

study 
USA NR NR 

Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire for Medication 

(TSQM-9), an adapted patient-reported version of the 

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status 

(ECOG PS), and the Work Productivity and Activity 

Impairment Questionnaire: Specific Health Problem V2.0 

(WPAI:SHP) 
Abbreviations: LEN= lenalidomide; RVD=lenalidomide/bortezomib/dexamethasone induction therapy; ASCT=autologous stem cell transplant; EORTC QLQ-C30/MY20= European Organization for Research and Treatment for 
Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire; ITT=intent to treat; NDMM=newly diagnosed Multiple Myeloma; RCT=randomized controlled trial;  SCT = stem cell transplant; USA= United States of America; MID=minimally important 
differences. 
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The primary objective of this SLR was to identify the available evidence for health state utility values in previously 

untreated MM patients who are transplant eligible to inform the economic model.  

However, the review found inconsistent results regarding the impact of transplant on HRQoL in patients with NDMM 

who are transplant eligible. In general, studies from the US showed that HRQoL declines from pre-transplant to post-

transplant.(285, 286) Conversely, studies conducted in Brazil, Australia, and Poland showed an improvement in HRQoL 

and other PROs from induction to pre-transplant and/or from pre-transplant to post-transplant, often significantly.(287-

289) These inconsistent findings bring into question the variability in practices between the countries and show 

potential areas for improvement for enhancing these patients’ QoL.  

In addition, due to the limited available evidence on HRQoL from interventional RCTs, no judgements can be made as 

to how the different treatment options compare in patients with NDMM who are eligible for transplant. This indicates 

a considerable unmet need among patients receiving such interventions. The studies providing evidence for this 

research question compared HRQoL after regimens for induction and consolidation, respectively, so trends across the 

studies were difficult to identify. (235, 300) 

Therefore, the utility value from unpublished data of CASSIOPEIA trial and previous NICE submissions for disutilities 

were used in the economic model. Refer to section 8.4.2 (Table 35) and 8.4.3 (Table 36) 

20.5.1 Quality assessment and generalizability of estimates 

Since CASSIOPEIA is a multi-country phase III trial conducted in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands, the patient 

population is slightly different, but assessed to be comparable to the Danish population (refer to Appendix C Baseline 

characteristics of patients in studies used for the comparative analysis of efficacy and safety, Comparability of the study 

populations with Danish patients eligible for treatment). Danish preference weights were used in the economic model 

to adjust the preferences for a Danish context. 

20.5.2 Unpublished data  

The data reported for DVTd vs. VTd in section 7.1.2.1.3 mainly follows published sources.(9, 10). Utility data for 

CASSIOPEIA (2nd data-cut) is not published. The analysis used the direct EQ-5D-5L value set for Denmark based on a 

hybrid model published by Jensen et al. 2021.(175)  The value set published by Jensen et al. 2021 was based on a hybrid 

model composing of composite time trade-off (cTTO) and seven health states using discrete-choice experiment (DCE).  

This direct EQ-5D-5L value set was used to derive EQ-5D-5L utility values using the EQ-5D-5L survey responses in the 

CASSIOPEIA trial (2nd data-cut).  The resulting utility values was used to estimate pre-progression and post-progression 

utilities for the CASSIOPEIA trial and results are to be used as inputs in the economic model. 
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21. Appendix I Mapping of HRQoL data  

Section not applicable. 
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25. Appendices N – IPW methodology  

Since the PFS from 1st randomization was impacted by the 2nd randomization for maintenance, the IPW method was 

used to compare the two arms unbiasedly. Analysis of PFS from 1st randomization is based on the ITT analysis set. Two 

‘ITT’-type of induction comparisons, one specific to each maintenance treatment, were conducted: 

• DVTd-daratumumab versus VTd-daratumumab 

• DVTd-observation versus VTd-observation 

The weighted Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the distribution of PFS for each of the four treatment 

sequences in the two ‘ITT’-type of induction comparisons.(303) A weight of 2 was assigned to patients randomized to 

the specific maintenance treatment and a weight of 1 was assigned to those patients who did not respond after the 

induction/ASCT/consolidation stage or did not consent to participate in the maintenance stage. The median PFS with 

95% CI was also calculated. The PFS rates were summarized at landmarks (e.g. 6 months, 12 months, 18 months, 24 

months etc.). The weighted Kaplan-Meier PFS curve was plotted by each induction treatment group for specific 

maintenance treatment in the ‘ITT’-type of induction comparisons.  

For each of the two comparisons, the p-value from the log-rank test with risk factor adjusted by the IPW method was 

reported for the two ‘ITT’-type of induction comparisons. HRs and 95% CIs were  estimated based on a Cox regression 

analysis with IPW, in which the weights used were the same as the above weighted Kaplan-Meier method.(304) Due to 

the expected small number of PFS events at the end of the Part 1 analyses, PFS from 1st randomization analyses was not 

stratified by the three randomization stratification factors in Part 1 (i.e. site affiliation, ISS and cytogenetics) in each of 

the two comparisons. 

The overall comparison of induction treatments was made treating these two comparisons as two strata with the 

variance estimated using the robust variance estimated (the sandwich estimate). These three comparisons were tested 

with the significance level of 0.05 (2-sided) following the closed testing procedure. Essentially, the statistical significance 

was established for each of the two maintenance-specific comparisons if both itself and the overall induction 

comparison were significant at the 2-sided level of 0.05. 
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Forhandlingsnotat 
 

  

 

Dato for behandling i 
Medicinrådet  

26.01.2022 

Leverandør Janssen-Cilag 

Lægemiddel Daratumumab (Darzalex) 

Ansøgt indikation Daratumumab i kombination med bortezomib, thalidomid og 
dexamethason til behandling af patienter med nydiagnosticeret 
knoglemarvskræft, som er kandidater til højdosis kemoterapi med 
stamcellestøtte. 

 

Forhandlingsresultat 
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Konkurrencesituationen:  

Den årlige behandlingspris i lægemiddelomkostninger for daratumumab, lenalidomid, carfilzomib, ixazomib 
og pomalidomid vises i tabellen herunder (priser pr 1.1.2022).  

Lægemiddel Dosering 1 års behandling (DKK) 

Daratumumab 
1800 mg s.c. ugentligt i fra uge 1-6 
(6 doser) og hver tredje uge fra uge 

7-52(16 doser)  
XXXXXXX 

Lenalidomid 

25 mg dag 1-14 af 21 dage i 8 serier 
Dernæst serier af 28 dage 

Lenalidomid 25 mg p.o. på dag 1-21 
 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 
X 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXX 

Carfilzomib 

Serie 1: 20 mg/m2 dag 1 og 2-56 
mg/m2 dag 8, 

9, 15 og 16 
Serie 2 og over: 56 mg/m2 dag 1, 2, 

8, 9, 15 og 16 
 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 

Ixazomib 
4 mg Dag 1, 8 og 15 ud af 28, hver 4 

uge 
 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Pomalidomid 4 mg. Dag 1-21 hver 4 uge XXXXXXXXXXX 

 
 
Konklusion 

Amgros forventer ikke at kunne få en bedre pris før der kommer større konkurrence på området.  
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

 



 

Janssen-Cilag A/S, Bregnerødvej 133, DK-3460 Birkerød, Denmark. www.janssen-cilag.dk 

Tel +45 4594 8282. Fax +45 4594 8283. Reg No 41440/VAT DK19248615 

Note from Janssen-Cilag on the evaluation of Darzalex® in combination with bortezomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone for 
the treatment of adult patients with newly diagnosed multiple myeloma who are eligible for autologous stem cell transplant 

Assessment of relative effect 

Janssen strongly disagrees with the conclusion that it is not possible to determine an effect difference in favor of DaraBorThalDex 
(DVTd) compared to the BorLenDex (VRd) regimen. Firstly, Janssen disagrees with not using the results from the matching adjusted 
indirect comparison (MAIC) and solely relying on a naïve cross-trial comparison. Secondly, the naïve comparison presented in the 
evaluation report by the Danish Medicines Council (DMC) is biased in favor of VRd. 

In the MAIC, both progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) were included to estimate the difference in efficacy of 
DVTd vs VRd. The possibility to adjust for effect modifiers in a MAIC is dependent on the availability of baseline characteristics in 
publications, in this case the IFM-2009 study. We agree with the DMC that the patient populations in CASSIOPEIA and IFM-2009 are 
broadly similar and that an indirect comparison therefore is possible to perform. One main critique leading to the assessment of 
high degree of uncertainty in the results from the MAIC seems to stem from the difference in time periods when patients were 
recruited in the CASSIOPEIA and IFM-2009 studies. While it is correct that there was a 5-year difference in the recruitment period, 
we believe that this time gap does not impact the degree of uncertainty related to the estimated PFS and OS differences in the 
analysis. We agree with the DMC that the introduction of new effective therapies in the recent years has improved the survival 
prognosis for myeloma patients in both first- and later treatment lines. However, for the assessment of PFS, the difference in 
availability of more effective later line therapies during the period the CASSIOPIEA study was performed has no impact on the 
assessment of relative efficacy vs VRd.  

The use of maintenance treatment was not explicitly adjusted for in the MAIC, but we believe that the results are biased in favor of 
VRd in this respect. In CASSIOPEIA, patients underwent a second randomization after consolidation at which only half of patients in 
the DVTd group received daratumumab maintenance for a maximum of two years. In IFM-2009 on the other hand, all patients were 
planned to receive lenalidomide maintenance. Assuming both maintenance regimens have a positive impact on survival, the impact 
on PFS is biased in favor of VRd as maintenance was intended for all patients in IMF-2009, while only approximately 50% received 
maintenance in CASSIOPEIA. Lenalidomide maintenance has proven to be effective in prolonging both PFS and OS [1] and is also 
approved by EMA. In contrast, the results from CASSIOPEIA part 2 show that daratumumab maintenance every 8 weeks had no 
significant impact on the PFS of patients receiving DVTd as induction and consolidation [2]. Overall, the impact of maintenance is 
therefore biasing the results in favor of VRd rather than in favor of DVTd. 

Regarding OS, it is possible that use of different second- or later line therapies can impact the results. As relapse is inevitable for 
almost all patients, the majority of patients in a study setting or in real life would receive subsequent therapy. However, the impact 
of subsequent therapies in the MAIC is likely limited in this case since a minority of patients in the study had received a second or 
later line therapy. In the data cut used from the IFM-2009 study, only 35% of the patients (123 of 350) had received a second line 
treatment after progression [3]. While newer therapies such as daratumumab or carfilzomib were not available at the timepoint 
patients were recruited to IFM-2009, the use of different subsequent treatments would only have had a potential impact on 
approximately one third of the patient group in the study. Similarly, in CASSIOPEIA the share of patients that received subsequent 
therapy is limited (approx. 20% in the most recent data-cut [2]). Hence, even though patients could be treated with more effective 
subsequent therapies in CASSIOPEIA compared to in the IFM-2009 study, it only applies to a subset of the patients in the indirect 
comparison and therefore has a limited impact on the MAIC results. As for PFS, the impact of differences in maintenance in IFM-
2009 and CASSIOPEIA is biasing results in favor for VRd since lenalidomide is proven to have a positive impact on OS – an advantage 
which has not been adjusted for in the MAIC.  

On a separate note, in the evaluation of the therapeutic area of multiple myeloma by the DMC, it is stated that both BorCyDex 
(VCd), VRd, and VTd can be used for induction treatment [4]. Overall, the Medicines Council did not conclude that there was an 
efficacy difference between VTd, VCd, and VRd. However, it is stated by the Medicines Council that VTd has shown to give a better 
response [4, p. 26], which may indicate this is the most efficacious regimen of the three from a response perspective. In addition to 
these points in the evaluation of the therapeutic area of multiple myeloma conducted by the DMC, Janssen has provided supporting 
MAIC analyses showing that no statistically significant differences in OS and PFS were observed between VRd and VTd. In turn, from 
a naïve perspective, one would expect similar findings to what has been observed in CASSIOPEIA if DVTd had been compared 
directly with VRd in a head-to-head trial and hence, show superiority vs. VRd. 

Regarding the naïve comparison of DVTd vs. VRd from the GRIFFIN study conducted by the DMC, we believe the analysis is 
insufficient to conclude equal effect of these regimens. The GRIFFIN trial is a phase II study designed to evaluate response with 
stringent complete response as primary endpoint. Hence, it is not powered to evaluate PFS or OS. GRIFFIN has a much smaller 
patient population size compared to both CASSIOPEIA and IFM-2009 which are both phase III RCTs. Hence, using PFS and OS rates 
from GRIFFIN is associated with uncertainty in an indirect comparison. Even if a comparison is made, it should be noticed that once 
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